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editorial
‘Writing from the margins’

W
e believe that we are all just stories in the end, every-

thing we are doing and everything we will do, will, by 

default, be turned into a story.  Our stories reflect what 

our eyes have seen, what our ears have heard and what 

our minds have understood and it’s such a beautiful 

collaboration. Society and surroundings, nature and nurture have influenced 

us and moulded us into who we are. We are also the product of the stories we 

hear, of the stories we tell ourselves about our world.

But a lot of these stories get ignored as our world speeds up. More and more 

people slip through the cracks and are forgotten.  Our work gets done but we 

forget what happened while it was getting done. We hardly know anything 

about the persons who contributed to those processes. Each day we forget 

more stories. Marginalia wants to reverse that trend. It seeks to be a docu-

mentation, a narration and a memory capsule of those people whose deeds go 

unnoticed. 

This year our magazine tells stories of simple lives that if looked at more 

closely reveal something interesting. Some of our articles, revolve around sto-

ries of women, the words of the youth, neglected places.

In Marginalia you will meet Dipti, a schizophrenic woman whose dream is 

to adopt a child. You will also discover the true reality of suicide help lines, and 

how time and our subconscious gets committed to paper in the form of doo-

dles. We celebrate the forgotten value of touch, crucial to the healthy function-

ing of society. We meet migrant labourers at a naka market, waiting for work, 

knowing they are exploited and the people who are working to try and bring 

some justice to their lives. We explore the world of the Scouse Mumbaikar and 

the interior life of the East Indian Community and its missing bungalows and 

lost ponds. 

Each time we set down a story, we hit out at amnesia, the way in which we 

forget. This is what the team of Marginalia 2015 hopes to achieve, to main-

stream the marginalized.

Srishti Singh

Vanessa Carvalho

Tejasvi Momaya

Arushi Dutt
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“Who told you to fall in 
love? Couldn’t you 

see that the boy was not that into you?” 
said the counselor when communica-
tions student Srishti Singh, 21, made 
a frantic call to the suicide helpline.  
“I just wanted to talk. I was disturbed; I 
thought someone with a calm, soothing 
voice would make me feel better. But I 
found the counselor to be commanding 
and dominating rather than listening; 
to me and understanding my problem, 
he seemed to be judgmental. To my hor-
ror after some time I heard him munch-
ing chips while I poured my mind out 
and spoke to him about my plans to 
commit suicide. Rather than helping 
me come out of my depression, the help-
line sort of pushed me towards suicide. 
Thankfully I came out of it but I will 

never take their help again,” Singh said. 
   As per rounded figures on suicides 
provided by National Crime Records 
Bureau in 2012 on an average, 15 sui-
cides an hour or 371 suicides a day were 
recorded. According to a World Health 
Organization report, the age group 15-
29 years accounted for the highest rate 
of suicide per 100,000 population in In-
dia. During the same time reports from 
the National Crime Records Bureau also 
reveal that suicides in Mumbai rose by 
12 per cent in 2012 and 50 per cent of 
them were less than 30 years old.

At such high levels of suicide rates 
amongst the people of Mumbai, we set 
out to test the number of Mumbai based 
suicide helplines that promise counsel-
ing and help. Are they really of any help 
to the victim or not? The findings were 

both alarming and amusing. 
The test involved a series of 
mock calls to various help-
lines. 

Aman Sharma, 22, called 
Aasra, a 24/7 suicide help-
line. “Why don’t you listen to 
me first?” the counselor asked 
repeatedly as Aman pretend-
ed to be a student having love 
issues spoke of his suicidal 
intentions. “I kept telling him 
I want to die, it’s not working 
out for me and all I could hear 
from him was, ‘Listen to me 
first,’ in a harsh voice. All I 
would have wanted if I were 
a victim in a situation would 
be to speak my mind and have 
a listening ear, maybe an un-
derstanding voice to calm me 
down and then help me find a 
solution. I felt the counselor 
was commanding and pushy 
while I talked.

''At the end of it all, he didn’t even give 
me a reasonable solution. He advised 
me to talk to my parents when I had al-
ready told him that they were not under-
standing my problems but of course the 
counselor didn’t get that because he was 
busy asking me to listen to him, while 
it was me calling to discuss my issues. I 
feel having a listening ear would work 
in the best interest of the Aasra suicide 
helpline.”          

The next call to a helpline turned 
out to be shocking, Arushi Dutt, 23, 
pretended to be a student in distress 
and called up Vandrevala Foundation, 
also styled as a 24/7 helpline. “I told 
the counselor I have a lot of issues in 
my life which I am not able to handle 
and rather than asking me what my is-

“Hello, please, I need some help…”
When India has the highest number of suicides in the age group between 15 to 30, do we have any helplines 
at least in this city? Vanessa Carvalho and Tejasvi Momaya investigate with a little help from their friends. 
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sues were, she calmly told me that her 
shift was over and hence she won’t be 
able to talk to me, She asked me to call 
in 15 minutes which was the expected 
time of arrival of the next counselor.  
“I still persisted that I want to talk now, 
as I am not able to take the pressure of 
living my life and was considering end-
ing it but the counselor kept telling me to 
call later. By the end of it she told me you 
don’t call I’ll ask the counselor to call you 
to which not knowing what else to say I 
agreed and hung up. The call back came 
45 minutes later which I didn’t pick up 
to see if they try to call more times but 
that didn’t happen, I think by then a real 
victim would have  committed suicide.
After promising a 24x7 service the Van-
drevala foundation should live up to  it.”      
           Ek Umeed was our next umeed (hope) 
to get good counseling, but the line was 
out of order. Their website promised 
services between 8:00am to 5:00pm 
which didn’t even sound very helpful. 
(Suicides don’t follow office hours.) They 
even play sad music as soon as the page 
opens;  maybe it is to make the victims 
more comfortable in their already sad 
lives. Ek Umeed should update their 
status online and should refrain from 
building false umeed in people’s minds. 
Next was Samaritans a mental illness 
helpline, which also counsels distressed 
callers who want to commit suicide. It’s 
one of the first names to pop up when 
you do a helplines search.  They give 
the option of email which they promise 
to reply in 48 hours and even face-to-
face counseling by appointment if the 
caller wants to meet. Between 10am to 
4pm they offer free assistance to those 
who need it. The only drawback is that 
it’s  time bound—from 3pm to 9pm—
making it inaccessible. The biggest is-
sue with making a helpline time bound 
is expecting people to call for help only 
in a certain period while the thought of 
ending your life can pop up anytime. 

An online search on suicide help-
lines offers only these four 

numbers as options for the people of 
Mumbai, so we dug deeper to find out 
if there are any government helplines 
or any more private helpline initiatives 
which actually provide help to possible 
suicide victims. Our research gave out 
icall from TISS which comes up only 
through newspaper articles.The helpline 
promises a 9am to 9pm service and even 

anonymity of name and location which 
they mention on their website, this gives 
the victim more courage to contact a 
helpline.  

Arushi Dutt, 21, posed as a foreign 
student having problems adjusting to 
the Indian education system and col-
lege environment. “The counselor was 
very efficient and helpful; she was calm, 
understanding and gave a listening ear 
not cutting me even once as I spoke con-
stantly for about half an hour, personal-
ly I felt good talking to her. The service 
has efficient staff backing it up and I feel 
they should be the first contact to pop up 
when suicide helplines are searched for, 
they should also be 24X7 rather than a 
time bound service since the people of 
Mumbai clearly need good counseling 
and efficient help”.     

After these calls we were determined 
to find a government helpline, after 
much scavenging we came across KEM 

suicide helpline, which comes up only if 
you specifically search for KEM’s psy-
chiatric department, which is wrong 
since everyone does not knows about the 
different departments the hospital has. 
On contacting them Aman Sharma, 21, 
posing as a stressed-out teenager, came 
across a peppy counselor, who asked 
him the purpose of his call and also ways 
in which she could help him. “If I were a 
real stressed-out teenager, desperate to 
end my life, I don’t know how I would 
have responded. If I knew the answers 
to my problems, why would I call in the 
first place? She even said that only help 
on call would be possible and anything 
other than that should not be expected, 
what can a distressed person wanting to 
die expect?”

Our last call was then made to test the 
child helpline no 1098 of the CHILD-

LINE India Foundation, the country’s 
first toll-free telephone-helpline for 
street children in distress. It claims to 
have serviced 31 million calls since its 
inception. Aman Sharma, 21, called 
the 24x7 helpline at around 7:00pm in 
the evening. He called as a well wish-
er who has encountered child labor in 
his locality. The helpline operator very 
calmly described the many services 
they provide for children and enquired 
as to why he had called. After giving a 
listening ear to Aman and the situation 
he had to share, the woman asked him 
to give his number and contact details 
for their volunteers to come rescue the 
child, when Aman asked whether he can 
personally go and help in some way, she 
politely refused saying that it could be 
dangerous for the child and the founda-
tion will take care of the situation com-
pletely. Hence we would like to say that 
the Childline operators were fast, to the 

point and clear in their conversation, 
the way they spoke was soothing to the 
ears, so that if a distressed child calls, he 
would be comfortable to open up.  

Although there have been a lot of ini-
tiatives to start suicide and depression 
helplines they should be maintained 
more efficiently to get better results. 
Also, some of them do not stand true to 
their promises with regard to timings 
and getting rejections in a vulnerable 
state of mind could be misleading and 
fatal.  The helplines could also advertise 
or make their numbers more accessible so 
that there is greater chance of consider-
ation of a call to them when in need. And 
finally, perhaps there should be some 
transparency. Who answers these calls? 
How are they selected? There are many 
more questions other than the ones the  
suicidally inclined have. ■

 “The counselor was very efficient and help-
ful; she was calm, understanding and gave 
a listening ear not cutting me even once as 
I spoke constantly for about half an hour, 
personally I felt good talking to her”. 
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A 
lot happens on the last 
pages of a student’s note-
book. Some samples: 

“This is the cheapest 
way of communication I 

wonder why we waste money whatsap-
ping?”

 “Oh god!! how long is she going to 
talk about demand and supply cant she 
see we don’t demand whatever she is 
supplying as of now.” 

“If Frued (sic) was alive I swear I 
would have killed him.” 

“The total number of times he said 
‘Aaa…’ is 121. The record is broken” 

“I will puke in my mouth if this turns 
out to be true, they can’t be dating!!!” 

“Infinity is nothing but a time con-
suming thought, 

all you can do is ignore and not fall 
apart”  

“Tik tik 100 tik tik 111 this is boring 
bye.” 

It seems that every last page has a 
story to tell, a moment captured. Some 
release their inner Charles Schulz. Some 
write beautiful poetry and others simply 
record the desire to kill themselves if the 
lecture doesn’t end. This is the experi-
ence of time being slowed down. 

Why do they doodle? Is it only bore-
dom that triggers this? Does it make 
the doodler space out completely? Or is 
there something more? Psychotherapist

Swati Deepak says that doodling hap-
pens because of the nature of the college 
‘lecture’. “Only one sense is used. The 
teacher speaks, the student listens. This 
means that every other sense is techni-

cally free to do its own thing. What hap-
pens when a particular activity requires 
a person to engage only one sense?” she 
asks rhetorically. “A very small amount 
of the conscious mind space is at use.” 
And this of course must be set against 
the fact that we only use one-eighth of 
our brains. “Monotony sets in.” Deepak 
continues. “Thoughts begin to rush into 
the vacuum of the mind. You could say 
parallel processing is at play when one 
starts to doodle.”

Doodling therefore might help in im-
proving concentration. “If one doesn’t 
engage in using mind space, because of 
just one sense at play it will slow the per-

son down and the person may fall asleep 
or start daydreaming ultimately block-
ing even the audio out of the conscious 
mind,” says Deepak.

Let us widen the ambit of doodling 
just a little. Let us suppose then it is cre-
ative activity that keeps the mind from 
grinding down, even as we go through 
the daily processes of life. 

Would Bahinabai Chaudhuri’s poet-
ry qualify as doodles? This nineteenth 
century woman from Khandesh, Ma-
harashtra, is famous for her Marathi 
ovis even though she being uneducated. 
She used to sing these poems to herself 
while doing house chores. As her hands 
performed the familiar routines of mak-
ing bhakris or cleaning the house, part 
of her brain started creating something 
that had rhythm to make her set the 
same rhythm to her monotonous work. 
It might even have increased the effi-
ciency of the way she did what needed 
to be done. Even if it did not, it probably 
made her happier. As Winnie the Pooh 
suggests humming a little hum can 
make things better. 

The origin of this word had anoth-
er story to tell. To doodle as a verb is 
to “scribble absent-mindedly” and as a 
noun it is “a rough drawing made ab-
sent-mindedly”. The origin of the word 
‘doodler’ is in the “noun denoting a fool, 
later as a verb in the sense ‘make a fool of, 
cheat.” Is the conscious mind fooling the 
subconscious mind? Or is it vice versa? 
If Srishti Singh is doodling, is this the 
real her or the false her? Who doodles? 
The social me, the student, the person 

What  
does your 
doodle say 
about you?
Srishti Singh looks at the last pages of your note  
books to find out why you do(odle) what you do(odle). 
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who has been trained by years and years 
of indoctrination to act the listener? Or 
is it the hidden me, the shapeshifter?

Students don’t seem to give this much 
thought. It took much thought before 
20-year-old media professional in train-
ing Amanda Mendes said, “I draw out-
lines of faces, because when I was a kid I 
remember being bad at it, I still am so I 
think it’s stuck in my head to get it right 
one day, or maybe establish my identity”

For 21-year-old communications 
student Aparna Shukla her “hands just 
start moving.” Percy Almeida, 20, stu-
dent of Wilson College, says he doodles 
when he is bored. Most others simply say 
that they do not know why they do what 
they do but they do it. 

This defies the Socratic tradition of 
knowing oneself. If that is the end of ed-
ucation, can it be that s/he who does not 
know why s/he doodles must be, well, 
pace everyone, a fool?

Swati Deepak says that it is not wise 
to think in such binaries. “When society 
examines a process, we say a foolish man 
does things without using his conscious 
mind while a wise man works according 
to the products of his conscious mind.” 
However, she warns that often the prod-
ucts of the conscious mind are much 
more tinged with those of the uncon-
scious than we might like or suppose. I 
am reminded of the image that I read 
somewhere: of the subconscious as run-
away horses dragging a carriage down 
the roads they would like to go while the 
conscious mind sits on the box, trying 
to explain that this was the road down 
which s/he wanted to go in the first 
place.

“Doodling may be the lazy part of the 
person’s creativity, if the person starts 
understanding his/her doodles and start 
making them consciously then it will be 
work, it will be productive. That is why 
most doodlers don’t even know as to 
why they drew a particular thing in the 

first place. This happens because they 
are not attempting or unable to join the 
dots and understand as to what exactly 
they are expressing, they themselves are 
unaware of the subconscious thoughts 
that come only symbolically in their 
conscious mind. There is no awareness 
in the creator about the creation and till 
that happens it will remain the lazy part 
of him/her”.

To find out as to how understanding 
this activity and consciously doing it 
helps the way people doodle, I contact-
ed Newman D’Silva, a freelance artist, 
who has just a while back finished a ‘365 
Doodles’ project. He started out like just 
any other college student trying to doo-
dle his way through boring college lec-
tures. Halfway through, he recognized 
that he is was fairly good at it and a year-

and-a-half ago he decided to make a for-
mal pact with himself. He would make 
one doodle a day for a year. He says it’s 
only when he reached the hundredth 
day mark that he realized that how his 
understanding of his own emotions was 
getting better and so were his sketches. 
“I think I acquired clarity of thought 
from practicing every day, consciously,” 
he said. “What I draw generally brings 
out a side of me that otherwise is hidden. 
I think doodling put me in touch with 
the artist inside me; I would like not to 

lose touch with that side of me.” 
The unconscious is a deep, vast field 

with secrets and codes and as these 
drawings are symbolic representations 
as to what the doodler’s state of mind 
is. This time I asked people to look at 
their own doodles and analyse them 
consciously. The psychotherapist went 
first. Swati Deepak said, “I used to draw 
cubes all the time one after the other, I 
think it was because during that phase 
I felt boxed in. Aquila Khan, an SCM 
student, says, “I draw eyes all the time, 
maybe because I am looking for some-
thing.” 

Michelle Philip, Head of the Depart-
ment, English Literature, Wilson Col-
lege, and practising graphotherapist, 
offers another insight. She says: “Accord-
ing to graphology, repeated drawing of 

your own initials or signature 
represents a search for identity. 
Drawing eyes is to do with the 
person’s search for perception. 
A circle represents wholeness 
or completeness sometimes the 
feeling of being one with God. 
Drawing stars is connected to 
the thought of being wired for 
popularity or success. A house 
means the person is in need of 
grounding or is searching for 
her or his roots.” 

Philip is a teacher. I ask her: 
do teachers doodle? She smiles 

and says, “Yes, I doodle. Actually I use 
the graphotherapy (handwriting ther-
apy) symbol ‘the swirl’ to unleash cre-
ativity. Doodling is also a very soothing 
activity.” Manju Kalia, a pre-primary 
school teacher, says, “Of course I doodle. 
Whenever I feel too worked up and there 
is a pen and paper available I start draw-
ing, it just lightens my mind.”

As you doodle a sketch of your teach-
er, you might want to remember that she 
might just be sketching you. And going 
by how most teachers talk about their 
students, she isn’t drawing you as a rav-
ing beauty.  

It’s fascinating that such a marginal-
ized activity ironically done in the mar-
gins of or notepads is actually a poten-
tial work of art, a thought that is with 
no sound screaming to be heard or no-
ticed or just to be. All it needs is a sense 
of awareness from the creator and it will 
make us achieve not completely but a 
little of the oh-so-difficult task of ‘know 
thy self.’ ■

Newman D’Silva

Newman D’Silva
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T
he room was silent as we 
held our breaths in antici-
pation of what would hap-
pen. It was the eighty-sec-
ond minute of the match 

between Liverpool FC and FC Basel. 
Liverpool was trailing 0-1. They had to 
win the game to progress into the second 
round. The talismanic captain Steven 
Gerrard stood behind the ball, waiting 
to take the free kick. When he finally 
took the kick, it felt like the ball took for-
ever to reach the goal. It hit the post and 
we were about to let out a groan when we 
saw the ball rattle the net. What followed 
could only be described as screams of re-
lief and joy. We were back in the game. 

We? 
Yes, we. 
In Mumbai. 
We. 
Memories of ten years ago flashed 

back when a young Gerrard rescued 
Liverpool from a 0-1 deficit to win 3-1 
and qualify for the knockouts. Most of 
us hoped history would repeat itself, ex-
cept me, who also remembered that elev-
en years ago we were knocked out by a 
draw against none other than FC Basel. 
Ten minutes later my worst fears came 
true. Liverpool was knocked out of the 
cup. We sat there in silence, it felt as if a 
close friend had died. The pain in each 
of us was unbearable.  We slowly picked 

ourselves without a word and proceed-
ed home. A dream had ended and we in 
Mumbai could feel the same pain as the 
players and supporters who were at An-
field—over 7000 km away.

It was 3.30 am when I walked home 
along the empty streets, braving the 
barking dogs as I passed a cemetery on 
the way home. I looked back and saw the 
place which we were watching the match 
in, was the only home having its lights 
on. As I continued walking I saw the fa-
miliar homes of fellow supporters, who 
swore allegiance to foreign clubs, were 
the only ones with their lights on in an 
otherwise dull neighborhood 

We were the lot that was looked down 
upon by several people—mostly girl-
friends—who wonder why they support 
them with such vigor and passion. How 
can they make their lives revolve around 
these clubs and even at times affect their 
mood? Some people refer to it as a “hip-
sters like trend”. While others feel that 
supporting a foreign club over a domes-
tic clublike Mumbai FC, is because of the 
fans think of domestic clubs as “Ghar 
ki murgi daal barabar” (Home-made 
chicken equals daal) and want to appear 
sophisticated. The truth is far from it.

The supporters of these clubs think 
otherwise. Mrunal Mehta, 27, an adver-
tising professional is an avid supporter 
of Arsenal FC and has been supporting 

them for 12 years now. He says, “It was 
on the 1st of September, 2002, when 
Chelsea played at home to Arsenal. The 
game ended in a draw with each team 
sharing the spoils, so did my loyalty. At 
the end of the game I was awestruck 
about the game by the intricate passing 
and seamless movement across the pitch 
by these ‘Golden Boys’ of Arsenal. I’m 
not ashamed to say that I traded my loy-
alty with the Blues (Chelsea) to become 
a Gooner (Arsenal Supporter)” Though 
it started of that way, but over the peri-
od he realized the similarities he shared 
with the club and the way the manager 
Arsen Wenger ,ran the club, thought him 
valuable lessons for life. “He (Wenger) 
could have easily accepted offers from 
the clubs like Real Madrid, Bayern, Ju-
ventus, PSG and France to name a few, 
but he is a warrior, a gentleman, and a 
true connoisseur of this beautiful game 
we know today and he stayed loyal to his 
employer, his love - Arsenal by sticking 
to the plan and not drifting away. This, 
made me realize, I’m Arsenal. I have 
inculcated all the values that Arsenal is 

Proud to be ‘A 
Scouse Mumbaikar’
Aniketh Mendonca wonders why the fans are hitting the ceiling in 
Mumbai over what happens between Liverpool and Basel. 

Liverpool Mumbai Supporters Club showing 
their support in the Wankhede Stadium
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known to possess.” 
On the other hand there is lifelong Liv-

erpool supporter Salil Gokran who has 
been supporting Liverpool since 2001, 
a good thirteen years now. The banker 
from Mumbai says his support for Liver-
pool was ‘love at first sight’ when he went 
to Singapore in 2001. “Liverpool FC’s 
first team was due to travel to Singa-
pore for a preseason friendly and much 
to my bad luck the game was a day after 
I had to leave Singapore. But looking at 
the banners all around Changi Airport 
of (John Arne) Riise and Michael Owen 
it was love at first sight. (It was) red all 
round. The people are crazy about foot-
ball. The frenzy went to my head to such 
an extent I thought of nothing else but 
Football and Liverpool FC.” As every 
fan wants his team to win a trophy, that 
year Liverpool won the UEFA Super Cup 
which it sealed the deal for him. “My love 
grew bounds when we beat Bayern Mu-
nich to win the UEFA Super Cup that 
year winning the treble. I now knew this 
team was special.”

A complete contrast in a reason is 

Elvis Fernandes who studies at Bha-
van’s college and supports Manchester 
United. A young fellow who has lived his 
dream of visiting the Theater of Dreams, 
Old Trafford (home ground of Manches-
ter United) has been supporting the club 
since he was ten. “I’m not sure there is 
a particular reason. I started watching 
football matches and before I knew it, I 
was watching Manchester United more 
than any other team and so I suppose I 
became a Manchester United fan that 
way. My cousin was a Manchester Unit-
ed supporter and that probably helped 
influence me.” Over the years it has 
grown and has become a part of him. He 
feels he can identify with the club and 

fellow supporters of the club. 
These three supporters have been sup-

porting the club of their liking for a long 
time. They have been through the teams 
through spine tingling glory and heart 
breaking tragedy. Along the way they 
have been made fun of by their friends 
and cried their hearts out when their 
teams have lost –and cried even when 
they have won. Brendan Dias reminisc-
es, “When Gerrard got the third penalty 
against Manchester United in 2014 was 
the most recent time that I cried. The 
way I feel for Liverpool, I don’t even feel 
for the girls I have dated. The last time 
I dated a girl, we split up because she 
asked me to choose between herself and 
Liverpool.” 

At a match screening in Mumbai, an 
Everton supporter visiting the city from 
his native England commented that the 
passion and intensity the fans showed 
here throughout the 90 minutes, re-
minded him of the Merseyside Derby’s 
he has attended at the stadiums back 
home. According to him fans in Mumbai 
are as close as it will come to emulating 

the fans who come to support the club in 
the stadiums. They were as scouser – in-
habitant of Liverpool - as they could be.

While this may hold true in the minds 
of the young supporters, Sharda Ugra, 
Senior Editor of a leading sports news 
website, feels otherwise. According to 
her it was television and to an extent 
cricket which let to them supporting 
these clubs. “It is something people from 
the middle and upper middle classes 
have been doing. It started with ESPN 
and Star Sports showing live games to 
the Indian audiences which gave them 
access to quality football, compared to 
the one present locally. Also, following 
cricket was now being done by everyone 
so to be cool people began supporting 
football.”

Though the Indian football scene has 
now seen the advent of Indian Super 
League (ISL), which is a big crowd pull-

er, she feels it will be a long time before 
it really impacts Indian fans and Indian 
football. She say, “The league as of now is 
dependent on older foreign players, and 
it is for them that the fans have come to 
watch the ISL. In terms of its impact 
on Indian football, at the moment it is 
just a far more attractive warm up to the 
I-League (the premier football league 
of India). It will have a direct impact 
on Indian football once ISL along with 
I-League work together. Rather than 
have a situation like it did in the first year, 
were some of the country’s best domestic 
players—like Sunil Chhetri—not take 
part.” Also, other factors have caused a 
rift between the fans and Indian clubs. 
She feels, “The lack of infrastructure, 
the facilities you have for spectators, the 
grounds are in a bad shape, the clubs are 
badly run all detaches their audience 
from engaging with them.”

Salil knows what it is to support a 
club so far away from home. But he says, 
“I’m proud to be a Mumbaikar. But I’m 
even more proud to be ‘A Scouse Mum-
baikar’.” ■

“Fans in Mumbai are as close as it will come to 
emulating the fans who come to support the 
club in the stadiums. They were as scouser – in-
habitant of Liverpool - as they could be”

Liverpool fans in Mumbai singing the Club 
anthem before kickoff, Zouk at Andheri

Liverpool Mumbai Supporters Club 
Celebrating Liverpool’s Carling Cup 

Victory, Zouk at Andheri

Liverpool Supporters with Liverpool 
Legend Ian Rush during his visit to 

Mumbai, Zouk at Andheri 
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T
he narrow winding lanes 
of Khotachiwadi, Pali and 
Kalina villages are home 
to a number of old Portu-
guese-style bungalows and 

small churches. Many of these houses 
are more than a hundred years old, re-
cently and freshly painted in bright co-
lour. However, these homes are under 
threat as many families are selling their 
bungalows as real estate prices have sky-
rocketed in the last few decades. 

Andrea Rebello, retired school teach-
er and a member of the East Indian Wel-
fare Community, a trust, says “People 
now are selling their homes and moving 
out of the place mainly because these 
lands have been encroached by builders 
to convert these beautiful bungalows 
into high rise buildings. Crosses were 
built across all East Indian Communi-
ties in Bombay when the city was affect-
ed by plague.  May 1 is celebrated every 
year in memory of the plague that took 
place hundred years ago.” 

Rebello lives in Bandra, at Pali Vil-
lage, where many small bungalows have 
resisted the depredations of time and the 
real estate developer. At the other end of 
the island city is Khotachiwadi. It was 
founded in the mid-nineteenth century 
by Dadoba Waman Khot. Plots began 
to be sold to the local Indian Christian 
Community. By 1880, it was Christened 
Khotachiwadi in honour of the Khot 
Family.

The noted designer James Ferreira, 
the precinct’s most distinguished res-
ident lives here in a structure that he 
says it is more than 200 years old. The 
wooden staircases that lead to the floors 
above take one back to another era al-
together while the small church right at 
the entrance of Khotachiwadi speaks of 
the Portuguese heritage. “I have worked 
very hard to preserve East Indian cul-
ture. We have a long history and we need 

Where have the East Indian  
Communities disappeared? 
Nakita Rodrigues peers down her viewfinder to look for the remnants of the first residents 
 of the city of Mumbai. Photography by Nakita Rodrigues.

The threat of skyscrapers looms 
over Khotachiwadi
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Saint Roque is the patron saint 
of Kolovery Village at Kalina

The Portuguese-style dining room of 
James Ferreira’s home where the furniture 

is as old as his home
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to celebrate it. The Khotachiwadi Festival cel-
ebrated this identity.”

Kalina represents a third enclave of the 
aboriginal Mumbaikar. Claver Rodrigues, 
conducts Marathi prayer groups, an active 
member of the Kolovery Welfare Association, 
a charitable organization in Kalina, says “Sev-
enteen acres of the pond or talao were taken 
over by builders. The pond acted like a natu-
ral reservoir of rainwater for the neighbouring 
areas. There were fruit trees around it. The 
children could play there and the seniors could 
walk there. Now there are only buildings. We 
tried to fight the encroachment with strikes 
and protests but we lost in the year 2000.”

As small communities disintegrate and vil-
lages vanish, Mumbai loses its charm. But it 
isn’t only changes in the nature of the city that 
have affected the community. The younger 
East Indians prefer to live in nuclear families. 
This makes the idea of selling the family bun-
galow and moving into an independent flat 
much more attractive.  

And so there’s a trust now to try and hold on 
to whatever is left Emmanuel Gomes, retired 
employee of Mazagaon docks, resident of Kho-
tachiwadi, says “The idea of the East Indian 
trust is to turn Khotachiwadi a small hamlet 
in Girgaum, into a Heritage zone where his-
tory can be preserved and small little restau-
rants and gallereries open in their midst hop-
ing to keep the area alive.” ■

A golden ambiance of time past 
suffuses the interior of James 
Ferreira’s home

Khotachiwadi is still 
very house proud
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Pali Hill’s cottages may 
soon be a memory

A home in 
Kolovery 
Village
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“8.35 a.m. Begin selection of underwear. 
Laundry crisis means only available 
pants are vast white cotton. Too unat-
tractive to contemplate, even for work 
(psychological damage). Go back to 
ironing basket. Find unsuitably small 
black lacy pair — prickly but better 
than giant Mummy-pant horror.”- 
Bridget Jones’s Diary (1997) by Helen 
Fielding

Indianetailer.com says, ‘The lingerie 
market in India can be classified into 
super-premium, premium, mid-market 
and economy and mass market seg-
ments. A major share of the lingerie mar-

ket is held by the mid-market and econo-
my segments, in terms of both value and 
volume. The super-premium and premi-
um segments are relatively smaller, but 
fast-growing segments. In the present 
scenario, the premium and super premi-
um segments of the lingerie industry are 
advancing following a consumer shift 
from economy and mid-market segment 
to the premium segment. According to 
a research report in 2013 by CARE, in 
volume terms, the women’s lingerie seg-
ment holds a 52 per cent share of the 
total innerwear market in India and 
is an estimated at INR79bn market.” 
The word lingerie has distinctive mean-

ings for different customers, even if the 
Oxford dictionary offers a single mean-
ing that is; Women’s underwear and 
nightclothes. For some it’s just a neces-
sity, while others consider it something 
that can be shown off with grace and for 
some it’s just comfort. With the increase 
of globalization, branding is a big phe-
nomenon in all sectors including linge-
rie in India. Brands like Victoria’s Secret 
now launch their lingerie catalogues 
online and make it available for order-
ing. The growth in e-commerce has 
also given women the privilege of shop-
ping with privacy. But many of Mum-
bai’s women seem to be comfortable 
about buying from male lingerie sellers 
who sell their products in street stalls.  
Lingerie has always been considered 
something private. They were inner gar-
ments and hence should be concealed. 
But today an artfully displayed bra strap 
or a flash of beautiful lace under a skirt 
is also considered a fashion statement of 
sorts. 

How do the men on the stalls deal 
with this? How do these sellers have 
knack of judging the accurate size of the 
customer just with one look? With no 
options for a trial they usually have to 
get it right. But how do they build this 
comfort with their customers? Aren’t 
women hesitant to go to these stalls be-
cause the sellers are men? 

Firoz Khan, 32, resident of Band-
ra East, owns a stall at Dadar for four 
years. He was quite comfortable with 
answering all our questions with the 
help of the knowledge he has gained in 
the past years. He believes that the wom-
en who buy from him come because of 
the kind of deals he offers. 

“The lingerie products sold on these 
stalls are cheaper and thus preferred 
by customers who cannot afford the 
brands. Our prices range from Rs.20 to 
Rs.100 because I buy these products in 
wholesale and sell them in retail,” Khan 
said. He knows this and keeps his mar-
gin thin. It’s just enough for him and his 
family of a wife and two kids to get by on.  
When asked whether girls and women 
hesitant about coming to buy lingerie he 
said, “There were a bit shy at first when 
I was new maybe because even I didn’t 
know how to interact with them but 
now I don’t face such problems especial-
ly because I have a few fixed customers 
who buy from me quite often. But the 

Buying bras on the street, 
selling panties in English
How do Indian women do it? How do they buy their underwear from 
men and on the street? And does a man ever go shopping for the 
scanties? Vanessa Carvalho and Tejasvi Momaya try to find out.  
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new customers are still not frank about 
their needs. At times men too come to 
buy lingerie for their wives. In such situ-
ation I have to help them in determining  
the size.”  

Having a stall on road, he dreams of 
opening his own store, but due to lack 
of financial help he has no other op-
tion left other than continuing with the 
stall business. Firoz does not feel em-
barrassed about being in the bra busi-
ness: “No one bother these days, when 
it comes to surviving, one can also kill 
or steel at least I am earning my wage 
honestly.”

Siddhi Narang, 20, who buys regular-
ly from street stalls in Bandra said, “I am 
very comfortable bargaining and I get a 
good deal if I buy bras in a bulk. I am 
sure their quality is not as good as the 
branded lingerie but it’s still more eco-
nomical to shop for them often. It also 
helps me keep up the current trends like 
neon that have been going on. I know 
my sizes and they make up for the lack 
of trail rooms by promising to exchange 
the product if the fit isn’t right.”

Malati Patil, 38, thought otherwise, “I 
prefer buying from stores because they 
have more comfortable choices. That is 
my prime factor to consider when I buy 
undergarments. And it’s easier to buy 
from stores because I shop for my kids, 
myself, mother-in-law and husband  
at once.”

Hemant Thakker, 38, is the manager 
of a retail store in Dadar. He has been 
selling lingerie for the past ten years. 
When asked what made him start work-
ing in a lingerie shop as a manager he re-
plied, “To earn a living, a person can do 
any sort of profession. In the beginning 
it was awkward to approach the custom-
ers but later I became used to this. I had 
studied only till standard tenth and I 
got a job as a manager in a retail lingerie 

shop named ‘Deepti’ located in Dadar.” 
He had to face a certain problems 

from his family members, but it did not 
bother him or his wife as was earning 
sufficiently to provide for his family. He 
even told us about the problems faced 
by the women who come to purchase 
lingerie which are mostly related to the 
size. Hence they have saleswomen in 
their shop to help them with all their 
problems. Mostly men don’t enter the 
lingerie shop if they are accompanying 

their wives or their girlfriends. He said, 
“The men find the idea of buying lingerie 
very absurd although most of the women 
come to buy lingerie both for themselves 
and their husbands.”

Vandana Shinde, single mother, has 
been Manager of Triumph lingerie store 
at Phoenix mall, Lower Parel for four 
years. “I was offered the post of man-
ager as I had twelve years of experience 
in retailing business and lingerie selling 

does not really bother me”. Her family 
is rather proud that she is working for 
a celebrated international brand. Her 
customers, she says,  know their lingerie 
and have demands based on their ages.

Shinde often has male customers 
too.“They come to buy lingerie for their 
wives or girlfriends as surprises or gifts. 
Sometimes we have to help them with 
the sizes and the cup styles and also of-
fer an exchange facility if the sizes are  
not comfortable.” 

According to her it was very important 
that all the female employees that work 
for her should know English as most of 
the customers that come in the store pre-
fer interacting in English and it also helps 
in maintaining the brand image. In her 
experience of working in the profession, 
she feels that customer attitudes towards 
lingerie have changed and there is no 
awkwardness about it anymore.

Nakita Das (29) has been a loyal cus-
tomer of Triumph from past five years 
and said, “I prefer Triumph because they 
have both formal and informal linge-
rie. I think most women in India aren’t 
aware of their correct sizes but Triumph 
ensures proper fittings that look decent.”

The common conclusion that can be 
drawn on the basis of our observations 
was that though people felt awkward 
selling lingerie in the beginning they 
have eventually come to terms with it. 
As Firoz Khan says, “Pet ka sawaal hain, 
madam.” (It’s about survival). ■

 

“The men find the idea of buying lingerie 
very absurd although most of the women 
come to buy lingerie both for themselves 
and their husbands.”

Women buying lingerie at 
street stalls in Bandra

Women buying lingerie at 
street stalls in Bandra
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T
here is something very 
fascinating about mys-
tery and secrecy. Grow-
ing up, cartoons like 
Scooby doo and shows 
like CID has always 

made us realise, there is always more 
than what meets the eyes, that there 
are some people who always want to 
know the truth about some mystery in 
their lives. Sherlock Holmes made us 
see and observe things in a different 
way. We have all tried to copy his tac-
tics in dealing with some or the other 
issue in life.  What’s common between 
all this is there have always been men 
who are shown to have solved the all 
the mysteries and crimes of the world.  
In 1989, when some women were only 
seen as taking care of the family and 
kids and not much accepted in a man’s 
world, comes Rajni Pandit to break all 
the stereotypes. “Time passes, our re-
quirements, priorities, lifestyle and the 
society, too, changes with respect to it. 
This evolving society changed me too 
and transformed me into a detective. I 
was considered the first detective lady, 

who was mounting towards eminence. 
The belief that a lady cannot be a detec-
tive was strongly prevalent in our Indian 
society. This was the largest snag in my 
career.” 

A Maharashtrian, Rajni was born 
and brought up in Mumbai. Her father 
was a CID inspector in police who had 
earlier worked on the Mahatma Gandhi 
assassination case.  “As a child, I saw a 
lot of people coming to him with their 
intra family cases and problems which 
he could not register, as they lacked 
proof as a result of which, people would 
not get justice. I would tell him, ‘Why 
don’t you help him?’ And he would say, 

‘Why are you concerned about all these 
problems?” she says. This triggered a 
yearning for truth and justice. “When I 
was in college, I used to see a girl in my 
class who would everyday go out with 
the wrong kind of boys and indulge in 
smoking and drinking and I decided 
to tell her parents about this. I needed 
to find out her address and so I went to 
the college clerk and told him that I was 
her friend and needed to send her a gift 
and so he gave me her address. I went to 
her house and told her parents, took her 
dad with me in a taxi which I paid for 
with my own pocket money that I had 
saved and showed him what his daugh-

Rajani  
Pandit,  

detective  

at large
Dikshita Karopady meets the lady  

with the magnifying glass
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ter was doing. He asked me, ‘Aap jasoos 
ho? (You’re the detective?)’ That’s when I 
thought ‘Why not pursue this further?”

As a young woman, Pandit slowly 
became aware of her capacity and in-
terest in the societal issues, solving the 
daily problems of people, friends, and 
neighbours. Slowly, strangers started 
approaching her for solving their prob-
lems. 

While most of us are just trying to 
figure what we want to do in life, Pan-
dit who was 20 years of age back in 1988 
had set up her own office called Rajani 
Investigation Bureau in Mumbai. “Most 
of my friends were getting married at 
that time, and here I was starting my 
own investigation bureau. I received a 
lot of flak from the people around me. 
But my parents were aware of how pas-
sionate I was about being a detective. 
There was also no equipment of detec-
tive training in India; no training agen-
cies. I stepped into this world only on 
the basis of my will power, perseverance, 
courage, exceptional perspective and 
my quick decision making ability. These 
qualities helped me to establish myself 
and develop in this field. As I was pro-
gressing in my business I came across 
various diverse cases. Each case differed 
in its own way.”

Ask her about some interesting cas-
es she solved, and she says, “A former 
Chief Minister of Maharashtra’s friend’s 
brother’s murder case! His brother 
had been murdered and he felt that his 
mother was involved in the murder. The 
mother had two massage ladies and 
through them, I took a job as a servant 
in the house. There were no gadgets at 
that time and I just had a tape record-
er, so once when I was taping her con-
versation, she had a doubt, so I stopped 
recording. I then found a man who had 
murdered talking to her about it in her 
room. They had a fight and he said he 
would not come there again. He did not 
come there for two months till one day, 
when he came there; she told him that 
he should not come there as the police 
was keeping an eye on her. I dropped a 
knife on my foot and it started bleed-
ing. I went to her and she asked me to 
go down and get my bandage done. I 
quickly went and called my client, who 
came with the police and caught her 
red-handed and she was jailed.”

Ask her how much money she makes 
in a year, she says with modesty, “I just 

need simple food and a six-foot place to 
sleep. I work 14 hours a day and make 
eight to 10 lakhs a year that is more than 
enough for me. I decided when I was a 
child that I would not get married, and 
it gives me great satisfaction once a case 
is solved. I have not come into this pro-
fession for name, fame or money. I just 
want to help as many people as I can.”

Getting into a risky business of find-
ing out criminals can be dangerous, even 
life threatening at times. Being a wom-
an, who is known to need a man to pro-
tect her in the society, wasn’t she scared 
doing it all alone? “Dar meri dictionary 
mein nahi hai. (The word fear is not in 
my dictionary.) What do you feel scared 
of? Death, right? You can care as much 
as you want to, but when death has to 
come, it will come when it is destined”, 
she says with a smile. 

We have seen an increasing amount 
of women who are getting into this line 
of business. What sets them apart from 
the rest? Women are known to be more 
sympathetic. “I take a personal interest 
in each of my client’s cases”. Perhaps it 

is this tinge of empathy in their profes-
sional approach that sets the women in 
this line of work apart. “Detectives are 
born and not made,” she says. “You need 
to have the right personality and the 
right approach to work.” That includes 
patience, persistence and the ability to 
see beyond the obvious. What is impos-
sible for you, is possible for us”, Pandit 
says with pride.

It takes a lot of courage to get into 
this murky business of dealing with 
criminals and digging out details about 
people. What sets a woman apart is her 
ability to equip herself to face any kind 
of situation in the course of their work, 
even threats and aggression. Gathering 
information comes naturally to them. 
And no one suspects them of being de-
tectives, that’s one of their main ad-
vantages. “I just want women to know 
nothing is impossible. Being a detective 
is not as difficult or a task as it sounds. 
You just have to be focused and very de-
termined. Only then will you go a long 
way in this profession,” she says with a 
hint of pride.  ■

 “You need to have the right personality and 
the right approach to work.” That includes 
patience, persistence and the ability to see 
beyond the obvious. What is impossible for 
you, is possible for us”, Pandit says  
with pride.

Indian James Bond 
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“A agewaala hatega nahin, 
chalega nahi toh horn 
toh bajaana padhega,-
na?” Ask any regular 

taxi driver why he leans on his horn so 
much and he will use a variant of that 
line.  Take this further and ask him if 
it works and he shrugs because it has 
never occurred to him to ask if it works. 
Push and ask whether he has ever moved 
or speeded up because someone has 
honked at him and he is likely to frown 
at you in a puzzled manner. Why should 
he move, he seems to be thinking, just 
because someone has honked at me? 
Can he not see that this is a violation of 
my constitution-given right to drive as 
I please? Can he not see that this is an 
impossibility because the cars in front of 
me are not moving and so I cannot move 
even if I am so inclined? But the man in 
front of me? The car in front of me? He 
should be moving because I want him to 
be moving and I will express my wishes 
with my horn. Here I go. 

If we look at the honking rules ac-
cording to the government of India, it 
says, “Use the horn only when very es-
sential and do not use it in silence zones. 
Do not fit loud, multi-toned or harsh and 
shrill sounding horns or alarms in your 
vehicle. Vehicles with altered silencers 
are also prohibited on the road.”

One can clearly see the discrepancy 
between the two. Which has resulted in 
us having the most chaotic traffic in the 
world.

Ravi Kalra, working in a NGO 
called Earth’s Saviors Foundation says, 
“Around 70 per cent of the noise pol-
lution in the city is caused by pointless 
honking. The only significant source of 
urban noise pollution is the traffic on 
the road and with the number of vehicles 
undergoing an exponential increase year 
by year, the decibel (db) levels here have 
shot through the roof.”

In support of his argument a recent 
study shows that that recorded levels 
on some of the busy stretches went well 
towards the 90-100db bracket, the ac-
ceptable range for the human ears be-
ing in the range of 40-50db. Hence, it 
shouldn’t come as a surprise that many 
of our city traffic police personnel suf-
fer from hearing problems. In fact, ac-
cording to a recent article in the popular 
tabloid Mumbai Mirror, four out of ten 
Thane traffic cops have hearing issues.

In other countries honking is taken as 
an offence. Whereas in India it’s almost 
as important as holding the steering or 
changing gears! The basic justification 
for honking can be the impatience of 
a common man. Which then breeds to 
unlimited honking and total senseless 
driving. In normal circumstances in In-
dia, drivers are seen honking on empty 
roads, near silence zones, while waiting 
on a red signal and on turns. During 
driving school lessons, new learners are 
taught to honk before every turn regard-
less. Of course the purpose is to give a 
warning signal to any possible car com-
ing his way which otherwise due to the 
turn they cannot see. But the question is 
that do we sometimes misuse what has 
been taught to us and use our car horns 
carelessly. 

Ram Prasad who works in a behav-
ioral research group has examined the 
honking phenomena in Mumbai. He 
says, “Most people say there is excess 
honking but they think it’s the other 
drivers.” He also added that introducing 
traffic police fines may only encourage 
bribing, giving drivers the feeling that 
they have only extra license to blow and 
honk.

Legally you should honk only when a 
person is not following the traffic rules 
because of which you are not able to 
drive safely. For example, honking at an-
other driver after they cut you off is not 
acceptable but using your horn to warn 
another driver who appears to be drift-
ing into your lane is fine. Drivers stand-
ing in the tenth row start honking just 
within microseconds of the signal turn-
ing green. What we fail to understand is 
that a person will not have any intention 
to halt in a busy road without any bar-
rier or blockage stopping him or her. So 
honking in a standing traffic makes no 
sense. The traffic will start moving au-
tomatically once the problem is solved. 
Honking is not a solution.

Teams across India are working on 
innovative systems that will curb the 
endless honking. Mayur Tekchandaney’s 
Project Beep, uses a simple beeping, 
flashing light in the car to scold its honk-
wild drivers. Another system comes 
from a group of engineers. Called the 
Oren Horn Usage Meter, it gives drivers 
a limited number of honks before the 
taillights start flashing. Police would 
then be able to ticket the offending driv-
ers.

Meanwhile, all I can do is take this 
one cab at a time, one driver at a time. 
I get into the taxi and start with “Horn 
not okay, please.”

The driver generally explains, be-
tween honks, that he doesn’t honk. It’s 
the other dopes, look at this idiot, honk, 
honk, he looks like the kind who does, 
honk, honk, there, he now knows what I 
think about him. 

I sigh. 
It’s a very quiet sound, a sigh. ■

Horn NOT 
Ok Please
The most over-used part of a 
Mumbai car is the horn.  
Shagun Pannu asks why. 
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THE DIGNITY OF LABOUR
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SRISHTI SINGH 

All around us are hands that work for us. They grind our flour and cook our 
meals. They stitch our clothes and grow our crops. They wash our vessels and 
clean the floors. These hands go unseen and unnoticed. Is that why we take 

them for granted and offer no dignity to labour? 
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I
n India today, a woman is raped 
every 30 minutes and a child is 
raped every hour. About 70 per 
cent of women in India experience 
some form of sexual violence in 

their lifetime. Experts further estimate 
that upwards of 10 million women and 
six million children have been trafficked 
into the sex trade in India, and are sexu-
ally abused multiple times a day to profit 
their traffickers. This represents a mas-
sively disproportionate 20 per cent of the 
global sex trafficking “market”.

In the aftermath of the horrifying 
December 16 rape case in New Delhi, 
the issue of women safety has spurred 
social and political leaders into action 

and has come into the forefront of public 
discourse. However, we still have a fresh 
“Shiv Kumar Yadav” case the latest addi-
tion to the list. 

Today, we are being misguided by can-
dyfloss commercialism and influenced to 
look/act a certain way, which fits a social 
construct of an ideal woman. As a wom-
an, I am highly perturbed by the current 
state of affairs, the lack of security for 
women, the rise in crimes against wom-
en, the misinformed judgments, double 
standards of morality and above all the 
warped notions of ‘womanhood’ and 
‘femininity’. Social and political institu-
tions set the context for individual and 
group behavior and are meant to provide 

the resources individuals need to sur-
vive. How people act and live is shaped 
in large part by the social structures 
in which they find themselves. Though 
there have been many social struggles to 
bring about structural changes in soci-
ety, there still exists a wide gap between 
the goals enunciated in the Constitution, 
legislation, policies, plans, programs, 
and related mechanisms on the one hand 
and the situational reality of the status of 
women in India and gender disparity on 
the other. The underlying causes of gen-
der inequality are related to social and 
economic structure, which is based on 
informal and formal norms, and practic-
es. Are we still in thrall to notions about 

The times they are 
a-changing. Don’t 
ask about minds. 
Srishti Khurana wonders how her country is now known as the 
country where a woman is raped every thirty minutes. 
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women that come out of a patriarchal 
world-view? 

We blame society for the incasing 
number of rape cases and incidents of 
harassment. We blame government for 
the worsening security conditions. What 
we forget is that it is us who make this 
society. We are the victim and the perpe-
trator. The call of duty is ours to identify 
what we can do to be the change we want 
to see.

The one question that has left me at a 
loss for words was “Why do Indian men 
rape?”. Seems like an unlikely question 
for someone to ask? If you put in “why 
do Indian…” in the Google search bar the 
most frequently asked question happens 

to be exactly this embarrassingly valid 
question.

So today I am writing. Writing, not 
because I feel like a drop in the ocean of 
articles on this topic will end those hor-
rifying crimes women in India face, but 
because writing is probably more produc-
tive and socially acceptable than shouting 
at the next man I see leching at me on the 
streets, which let us admit, will be the 
short walk from this office desk to my car 
parked outside my college.

Everyone warns me, my friend says, 
“Some stare for less time, some stare for 
longer, but everyone stares”, my mom 
says, “You can’t spend the night there, it’s 
always the people you least expect,” Dad 
says. “Take the jacket. You can take it off 
later when you reach the party. It’s bet-
ter to be safe then sorry”. Even though I 
have gotten used to hearing this, I have 
learnt to deal with it because I know they 
come from a place of concern. What dis-
turbs me most is what many of our po-
litical leaders have to say. On the issue of 
increasing sexual violence in cities, Ram-
sewal Paikra (Chattisgarh’s home minis-
ter) stated, “No one commits rape inten-
tionally” while Abu Azmi (President of 
the Maharashtra branch of the the Sam-
ajwadi Party) said, “even the women are 
guilty”. Mulayam Singh has his own ex-

planation: “Boys will be boys…they make 
mistakes.” and the RSS’s Mohan Bhag-
wat explains to the world “Rapes occur in 
India, not in Bharat”. Sitting at home is 
not the right thing to do but neither is go-
ing out at night, or wearing a short skirt, 
or going out with boys, or going out with-
out the protection of boys and according 
to the Haryana khap panchayat neither is 
eating chow mein as it leads to hormonal 
imbalance, which then leads to rape. 

The attitude of men in India undeni-
ably plays a major role in the second-hand 
citizen treatment women in India get but 
it is an incomplete argument. Member of 
Maharashtra State Women’s Commision, 
Asha Mirje’s comment about Nirbhaya 

being responsible for her own rape clear-
ly demonstrates that this problem is pan 
gender. Asha Mirje suggested that wom-
en invite rape through the way they dress 
and behave and therefore should share 
the blame for these incidents. Every time 
a woman in a position of power makes 
comments like these it discredits the en-
tire cause of women’s empowerment. 

Reading the newspapers is becoming 
like a never-ending horror story. Every 
day the headlines have some new statis-
tics. Rape cases in Delhi have doubled 
since 2012, 706 cases were reported that 
year while 1,330 were reported in 2013. 
Even molestation charges have quadru-
pled with an enormous increase in cases 
of eve teasing, kidnapping and abduction. 
The Nirbhaya rape case led to Delhi being 
recognized as the rape capital, but these 
cases are predominant countrywide. 
Ruth Manorama, an active member of 
society working to improve the position 
of Dalit’s in the Indian community, com-
mented on this realization by stating, “It 
is not a north Indian phenomenon; it is 
an all India phenomenon”. The year of 
2013 witnessed child rapes in Karnata-
ka double, while the highest number of 
rape cases in 2009-20011 was recorded 
in Madhya Pradesh at the sky-high num-
ber of 9,539. The most horrifying of all is 

the total number of rape cases reported 
and recorded in 2009-2011, which was 
68,000 while the conviction rate was a 
mere 16,000. 

I am not a woman. I am not a man. I 
am not an activist nor a victim. Today I 
am writing this article as a citizen. A cit-
izen of a country, that has much to offer 
to the world of tradition, culture, tech-
nology, sports and science. I can talk pol-
itics at the dinner table. I can play cricket 
with a passion only seen in the streets of 
Delhi. I can write poetry and appreciate 
art. What I can’t do is explain. I can’t ex-
plain why my country, once known for 
mangoes, classical dance, street food and 
Bollywood, is now known for rape. ■

‘‘Some stare for less time, some stare for 
longer, but everyone stares”, my mom says, 
“You can’t spend the night there, it’s always 
the people you least expect,” Dad says. 
“Take the jacket”. 
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E
very morning, the men 
and women gather, stand 
around in clumps, talking, 
having chai and sometimes, 
a smoke. They are obvious-

ly waiting for someone or something to 
happen. Welcome to the naka markets 
of Mumbai. What is on offer here is not 
goods but services. Each of these men 
and women has a skill. Some are plumb-
ers and some masons, some can fix your 
fused geyser and others can seal a leak 
in you balcony’s tiles. They are waiting 
for work.  In an hour or so, the contrac-
tors will arrive. They will take what they 
need and the lucky ones will score a day’s 
pay. It’s not much but it helps. 

Raju Salve, President of Ekta  
Kaamgar Sangathna said “Men get Rs 
400 to 500 and women get Rs. 200 per 
day.” Parvati, a migrant worker at the 
Turbhe Naka, said, “Many of the people 
here come from Bihar because there is 
no work there. Contractors mostly prefer 
men for work because they are ready to 

work even for Rs. 200 and these people 
think that the men can do more work.”

One more case of sexism? Perhaps. 
But it is also because women are gener-
ally hired in order to carry bricks or to 
do other ‘unskilled’ labour as they do 
not have the skills needed, says Salve. 
Even here, it is assumed that due to their 
weaker physical frames, they will not be 
able to do the heavy lifting that men can 
do. 

Turbhe, north Mumbai, has several 
naka markets. The one at Turbhe East 
adjacent to the Turbhe railway sta-
tion was where Roop Singh, a labourer 
from Karnataka was waiting. His stur-
dy limbs, dark complexion and rugged 
hands were a sign of the hard work that 
he did in the scorching heat at construc-
tion sites. He said, “I came to Mumbai 
15 years back. Earlier I used to do small 
labour work at construction sites. Later, 
I learnt to do mason work.  I have been 
staying with my family in Turbhe for the 
past two years.”

That day, Roop Singh did not get 
lucky. No contractor came, but he was 
philosophic. He knows that coming to a 
naka market does not mean assurance of 
work, there are many times that no con-
tractor or vendor turns up with work and 
these labourers have to go disappoint-
ed to their homes. Sampat Sonavne, a 
migrant worker from Inchekar village 
said, “I have been coming to the naka 
at seven every morning but for the past 
15 days I have not got any work. I car-
ry my lunch with the hope that I might 
find some work but I return home dis-
appointed.” Sonavne’s is just one story 
there are many such labourers who have 
to struggle everyday to find work. And 
competition is tough and often works to 
the detriment of the worker and the ben-
efit of the contractor.

Shantiben who comes from Bihar 
said “I do not get work. There is work 
available at the Reliance Company near-
by but I cannot go there because of late 
working hours. At times I find sweeping 
work at shopping malls.” Being a mi-
grant worker Shantiben also has diffi-
culty in finding domestic work.

The naka system is the best for casual 
employment for migrant workers. Salve 
added that “Some labourers come on 
a seasonal basis too. When there is no 
farming work in their native place they 
come to Mumbai to work. Apart from 
working at construction sites they also 
do odd jobs like shifting of goods.” 

The labour market being an unor-

Naka markets:  
where skills are for sale
The naka markets all over Mumbai are where contractors come to find 
cheap skilled and semi-skilled labour. Mamta Kalambe and Aquila Khan 
report. 
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Labourers:  
A day long wait 
for work
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ganized system of employment, these 
construction workers are also exploited. 
Sheikh Mehboob Waheed Abbas anoth-
er migrant worker who came to Mumbai 
in 1972 from Beed district, Maharash-
tra, founded the Bhartiya Kaamgaar 
Maatadi Sanstha for the welfare of the 
labourers. “I formed this group because 
my 22-year-old son died while doing 
construction work. He did not get any 
medical help from the government or 
the builder. That is why I felt the need to 
form this group,” says Mehboob.  

This group helps provide security to 
daily wage workers. The workers need to 
pay a fee of Rs. 55 per year which goes 
into making a membership card for 
them. This membership helps fight cas-
es of exploitation and seeks for financial 
aid from authorities in case of accidents. 
Sheikh also added that mostly people 
come from Beed and nearby areas due 
to drought there.  The migrants who 
come to Mumbai often stay at friends 
or a relatives place if they do not get 
a place; they build small shanties on 
roadside.  MIDC has made a shelter 
home for migrant labourers. The Gov-
ernment has formulated certain la-
bour policies to help migrant labourers.  
Rashida Sheikh, Sheikh Mehboob’s 
wife, runs health camps for pregnant 
women when volunteering with an NGO 
called Aastha. “We taking them to hos-
pitals for delivery, especially those wom-
en who do not have identity proof,” she 
says. They also test labourers for HIV.   
Jaysingh Radhve, a labour activist, says, 
“The problem was that when a labour-
er wants to get registered in the labour 
commission board, they need to give info 
about all the required proofs and certif-
icates that they need to get registered. 
Earlier it was mandatory for labourers to 
give a three-month certificate which was 
to be taken from the contractor that they 
worked for. The officials would come to 
the builder for enquiry. But the contrac-
tors could not give any such guarantee 
because hardly any labourers worked 
with them for 3 months. But now this 
process has been waived off. Labourers 
from any part can register themselves 
only with the essential identity proofs.” 
Radhve also said that YUVA (NGO 
Youth for Volunteer Action) has start-
ed a helpline for labourers in distress, 
and those who have been exploited by 
the contractors or builder. The helpline 
helps register a complaint. The labourer 

has to give details of the vendor or the 
builder and action is taken accordingly. 

Yuva runs a helpline (022-27740750) 
whose objective is to support labourers, 
to inform and create awareness about 
their rights. It also helps to brings to-
gether people from this unorganized 
sector and forms their groups. Most of 
the cases that the helpline receives are 
of estranged labourers who have been 
cheated by their contractors. Some are 
not paid their daily wages and some re-
ceive half the amount promised. After 
receiving a call the complainant is asked 
to come to YUVA’s office and fill up a 
consent form that states that the com-
plainant wants YUVA to be involved 
in the case.  YUVA then counsels the 
worker. They call the contractor against 
whom the complaint has been lodged to 
their office. The contractor is then asked 
to make full payment of the wages. In 
sometimes contractors need some time 
to make payment which is given only in 
rare cases. But if the contractor does not 
make payment then a case is filed in the 
Labour Commission Board in Thane, 
Bandra and Panvel. Deepak Shanker 
Kamble who has been attending this 
helpline said, “Many workers are mi-
grants, so they don’t have proper docu-
ments. In such case we face difficulty to 

register them in under the Construction 
Board Registration.” 

“There are many schemes and laws 
that have been passed for the welfare 
of the labourers. Like the Maharashtra 
Imaarat Bandh Kaamgar (Maharashtra 
Building Construction Workers) Regis-
tration under these board labourers can 
get some benefit like Rs. 25,000 schol-
arships for education of their children, 
wife of the worker will get Rs. 15,000 for 
maternity, if he/she wants to buy some 
tools for construction work they will 
gets Rs. 3000. Two lakhs are given to 
them to construct a home and 1.5 lakhs 
for home repair. Also After working for 
50 years they get pension. In case of ac-
cident which leads to any disability the 
worker gets one lakh to start any other 
work of his own.” says Radhve.  “It is 
difficult to estimate whether these laws 
actually prove to be beneficial for them. 
Many a times these workers are not even 
aware of their rights and these welfare 
schemes. Laws that are passed on pa-
per should also suffice on a ground lev-
el. There is no point in having laws that 
cannot be implemented. Apart from 
this it is essential to have strong labour 
unions. The institution of naka markets 
has great potential but only if they are 
backed by appropriate policies.” ■

Men and women both wait for work at 
Turbhe Naka

They share a laugh, 
as they wait for work
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O
n a Monday morning, the 
alarm goes bweep bip bip 
bweep. Half-asleep Akash 
hits the snooze button 
and rolls back under the 

blanket. Again: bweep bip bip bweep 
bip…the cacophonous sound goes on like 
a nagging wife until he gives in. Sunday 
was like a dream; reality is gloomy. He 
dreads going to his workplace. “I need 
the money”, he thinks and then drags 
himself out of bed. He is not alone. He, 
and thousands of others, make a differ-
ence between the four-letter word work 
and the four-letter word play. 

A survey conducted by Gallup, a glob-
al performance-management company, 
across 142 countries revealed only 13 

per cent of the workforce feels engaged 
with their work. For the rest, working 
is just a painful task they have to ad-
here to.  The solution to this big prob-
lem is rather simple. Akash needs to 
either change his attitude or his job. 
Often we blame others for our dissatis-
faction. It is always the boss or the col-
leagues or the company policy or the 
Human Resource department who is at 
fault. Little do we introspect at the rea-
son, What if it is not just a wrong job but 
a wrong career.

Choosing your career like choosing 
your life partner is still a family affair 
for most Indians. You are surrounded by 
your parents, uncles, aunties, grandpar-
ents and neighbors with advice coming 

from all directions.  One person says, 
“You should do engineering, Mehtaji’s 
son is an engineer and he’s doing very 
well”. Another person would tell you, 
“Medicine is the thing to do.” A third ge-
nius will tell you, “First do engineering 
at IIT, then management at IIM. Your 
life is set.”

Be ready for the mayhem if you man-
age to muster the courage and tell them, 
“No but I want to be a writer or a singer 
or a chef or something else.” They have a 
solution to that too. “See Beta, engineer-
ing is where the money is. What scope 
does writing have? Unless,you become  
Chetan Bhagat. But you can always do 
that even after becoming an engineer 
and management graduate. Even he  

Monday morning madness
Why is work a four-letter word? Brenna Ribeiro asks some questions. 
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Fun at work, Nykaa.com office Mumbai
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did that.”
 It’s only about the money and scope, 

who cares about what makes you happy? 
People think money can buy happiness.  
You’re trained for the rat race and to 
turn a deaf ear to that inner voice. Sree-
ju Sudhakaran, 32, writer and director 
shares his experience.”A lot of young-
sters flock to seek BPO jobs for the mon-
ey but my story was different. My fam-
ily wanted me to take up engineering 
which I resisted.  The next best option I 
had was hotel management. The initial 
phase was good but after a point I felt 
disillusioned. I really didn’t know what I 
wanted. Out of sheer desperation I took 
up a job at a BPO. While working there I 
rediscovered my first love: writing. I quit 
the job by the time I finished writing my 
first book: Love and that Bitch called 
Life.”  Whether it is a conventional job or 
a creative job, it is important to do what 
you really want. As the genius architect 
R. Buckminster Fuller rightly said, “The 
true business of people should be to go 
back to school and think about whatever 
it was they were thinking about before 
somebody came along and told them 
they had to earn a living.”

If you love what you really want to 
do then you put your 100% and make 
it a success. That way money will follow 
and scope you will create. Isn’t it better 
to be a good writer than a bad, unhap-
py engineer? And if you choose to be an 
engineer then it should be for the right 
reasons.

As Dalan Mendonca,23, Product 
Manager at PayTM  puts it, “I chose en-
gineering as a career because it teaches 
you to build solutions to problems. Ev-
erything from cars to computers were 
created because engineers decided we 
create something better than what is 
available.”

Self-motivated workers are the great-
est asset for an organization. But keep-
ing them motivated is the difficult part. 
Sociologist Madhuri Raijada tells us, 
“For some people money is all that mat-
ters.  They will put in the required num-
ber of hours and not care about anything 
else. Others choose jobs to boost their 
confidence and give them a better social 
status.  To stay motivated factors like a 
good work culture, an appreciating boss, 
growth prospects, the feeling of being a 
part of something productive also play an 
important role. Besides, many employ-

ees want to maintain a good work-life 
balance. So jobs requiring unreasonably 
long hours or jobs with a poor leave poli-
cy are a strict no-no for such employees.” 
So what would an ideal workplace be 
like? “What I like about my workplace 
is the collaborative culture, no hierar-
chy, relaxed approach towards work, no 
one is pressurized into doing extra and 
a good gender ratio,” Dalan Mendonca 
reveals the happy employee secret with 
a chuckle. He adds, “What I like the 
most is that we’re not top-down, people 
aren’t told what to do. Instead we dis-
cuss issues and together come up with 
solutions. Motivation comes from own-
ership.Whether it was Facebook or Pay-
TM, I’ve felt the owner of my little area 

of the business rather than just another 
employee.”

Bweep bip bip bweep…Akash still 
hates that sound. He is about to roll 
back under the blanket when he remem-
bers the big party he has to go to, all his 
friends will be coming. He gets into his 
favourite shirt and sprays his favourite 
perfume. As he enters the place he hears 
soft music and friendly banter, he quick-
ly grabs his drink and joins his friends. 
“Hi Akash so nice to see you”, Jai greets 
him. “I had to be here. I love this place 
and the people,” Akash replies. “Cheers,” 
they say clicking coffee mugs together as 
they begin discussing the day’s plan on a 
Monday morning at Akash’s new work-
place. ■

“If you love what you really want to do then 
you put your 100% and make it a success. 
That way money will follow and scope you 
will create. Isn’t it better to be a good writer 
than a bad, unhappy engineer? And if you 
choose to be an engineer then it should be 
for the right reasons.”

Minute vacation at work, Nykaa.com office Mumbai
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A
fter almost six years of 
chaos, on June 8, 2014, 
the day finally dawned. 
Mumbai’s first metro line 
was inaugurated. People 

all over the city were immensely excit-
ed. The metro stations were filled with 
crowds ready to experience their first 
metro journey. As of now, tourists come 
to the city and one of their must-dos in-
cludes a ride in the metro.  The metro 
seems to have become one of the major 
tourist attractions in Mumbai.

The Mumbai Metro was aimed at 
decreasing the traffic on the Ghatko-
par-Andheri-Versova route, one of the 
busiest in a city that has fairly good 
North-South connectivity but not very 
good East-West connections. 

Some of the commuters believe that it 

has resulted in a comparatively less air 
and noise pollution. “Hum ko toh zyaa-
da farak nahi nazar aa raha hai. Pehle 
bhi itna hi traffic thi,” says Mangesh 
Yadav, a vendor in Andheri. (I can’t see 
too much of a difference. Earlier also 
there was same amount of traffic.) Oth-
ers feel it has changed their lives. Aruna 
Sawant, a resident of Azad Nagar who 
works in Saki Naka says, “I don’t have to 
take rickshaw now if I have to reach of-
fice faster and also don’t have to take the 
bus to save money. I have the metro pass 
card which is very convenient.” 

But when you’re thinking of a city like 
Mumbai, already polluted, already un-
der constant threat of ecological dam-
age, one needs to ask: “Will this hurt the 
environment?” 

In a concrete jungle like Mumbai, 

every tree counts. And yet the cutting 
down of trees is seen as not a big deal if 
it is claimed that they stand in the way of 
development. 

Take for instance, the burning of trees 
in December 2014 in Aarey. It is strongly 
believed that this was done for the con-
struction of metro car sheds for the third 
line of Mumbai metro. Environmental-
ist Biju Augustine, from the Save Aarey 
group, alleged that almost 2,300 trees 
were marked to be cut for the Line 3 of 
Mumbai Metro Project. If a single metro 
line claims such a huge number of trees, 
then it is so petrifying to visualize how 
many trees will have to get destroyed for 
the upcoming metro lines projects. It is 
a relief to see such sincere people who 
stood up for the environmental protec-
tion in Aarey. It is good to see that there 

The Mumbai 
Metro Roadkill

The cutting of several trees in the Aarey Milk Colony brings into sharp focus the kind of development we 
want in Mumbai, Valencia de Souza asks.
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A tree across the Arey road that was cut
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is more and more development taking 
place in our country. But there should be 
equal consideration of the environment 
along with economic development. 

According to a well-known environ-
mental activist, Rishi Agarwal from 
Mumbai, the metro itself may not be 
harmful, especially if one sees from the 
economic perspective, but its construc-
tion was in a way harmful to the sur-
roundings. Mr. Agarwal further added 
that the use of steel, the use of cement, 
and the digging tunnel are all harmful 
for the environment. In this case, there 
is not only air, but also noise pollution 
to a large extent, due to the hazardous 
dust and uproar of the equipment used. 
People nearby grumbled during the 
construction process due to lots distur-
bance. 

According to the Director of Delhi 
Metro Mr. Satish Kumar, Metro trains 
consume around 80 units of electricity 
per kilometer, as compared to around 10 
units per km for a 1,000 ton goods train. 
Thus, power consumption is reduced to 
50 units per km, due to the usage of light 
stainless steel. Using motors to generate 
power in air-conditioners reduces the 
electricity burden by around 15 per cent. 
However there are no air-conditioning 

services on the Mumbai metro stations 
and platforms. The Mumbai metro sta-
tions comprise three floors so one could 
imagine how much consumption would 
have been of the electricity. 

The Metro may have added to Mum-
bai’s feeling of being a big city, a con-
tender; it might have eased the woes of 
commuters. It might even reduce some 
pollution in the city. But if it is at the cost 
of our trees, we have to think of again, 
what kind of development we want and 
at what cost. ■

“I don’t have to take 
rickshaw now if I have 
to reach office faster 
and also don’t have to 
take the bus to save 
money. I have the met-
ro pass card which is 
very convenient.” 

A tree chopped at Aarey milk colony

 Cutting of the tree has led to pollution
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I
s a dog a pet or more of a style 
statement? Every morning, Ped-
der Road in South Mumbai, is 
covered with dogs. There is a 
Siberian husky who swaggers 

down the road. Any number of powder 
puff pugs snuffle at the paws of the gold-
en retrievers and cocker Spaniels. There 
is a dachshund and a Dalmatian. What 
you do not see are their owners. 

These dogs are out for their walks. 
They’re not walking most of the time. 
They’re sitting down. Their walkers, 
often household help, take them out of 
sight of their owners and flop down for a 
cigarette, a chai and a chat with house-
hold help and man’s best friend on a 
leash. If canine obesity is a new problem, 
surely you’re not surprised? 

Madhavi Tangella works with dogs 
as a canine counsellor. She takes a com-
passionate view of the sit-at-home dog 
owner. “A good walk is the fundamental 
right of every dog. It not only ensures 
that the dog expels energy but also stim-
ulates the dog to different smells and 
sounds. Often, pet parents in Mum-
bai hire their drivers, domestic help or 
watchman as dog walkers. Owners do 
not realise that dog walking is a skill. 
And it is prerequisite that the walker is 
professionally trained. Last week, my 
friends and I put together a plan to start 
a dog walkers’ company to ensure that 
the dogs who live in Mumbai in homes 
are happy and that the people who walk 
them understand that a dog on a walk is 
going through one of the most import-
ant and joyous experiences of the day. A 
tired dog is a happy dog.” 

However most people still think about 
pets as things they own rather than in-
dividual life forms. But there are excep-
tions. Deepshikha Narang considers her 
dog as a family member, albeit one with 
special needs and a special facility for 

uninflected love.  “A man’s best friend 
doesn’t even begin to explain how close 
I am to my Cadbury. He is the one friend 
I can always count on to listen to me and 
keep me smiling. Sometimes even peo-
ple don’t have the ability to do that. You 
can’t always count on people but you can 
always count on dogs,” said Arushi Dutt 
who considers her dog her best friend. 
“I take my dogs for walk twice a day. 
They are three years old and eight years 
old. Timmy, due to his old age, was fac-
ing ear problems. That is the first time 
I have seen his whining and howling in 
pain. I couldn’t take it. I called up the vet 
even though it was midnight. That’s how 
much I love them. Their pain is equal 
to a family member in pain for me. ” 
The bond between the pet and the pet-
parent can be developed when the pair 
go for a walk, play together, and expe-
rience the great outdoors together. This 
bond can be weakened when the pet par-
ent outsources time with the dog.

 Sandeep is a professional dog walk-

er and a trainer. He can be seen walk-
ing with about 10-12 dogs around Ped-
der Road. These walks range from 30 
to  45 minutes. He learned the tricks of 
his trade from his brother. Sandeep be-
lieves, “Each dog has individual charac-
teristics and so they don’t fight. It isn’t 
the stray dogs who cause problems. It’s 
the other domesticated dogs who usually 
pick fights.”

Sandeep isn’t the problem. He’s the 
symptom of a disease. This seems to be 
the dog as a status symbol. Ever since a 
mobile company put a pug into its ad-
vertisements, everyone seemed to want 
a pug. A few years ago the film, 101Dal-
matians caused the city to break out 
in spots. A few decades ago, it was the 
Pomeranian and the Silky Sidney that 
ruled middle-class homes. But a dog is 
not a life-style accessory; it’s a decision 
you make to rewrite your life, to plan va-
cations where you can take  a dog, to find 
the right way to live that includes time 
with your dog.  ■

Oh my 
dog
So you love your dog? Then why 
do we need dog walkers?  
Saloni Anand investigates. 
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 The walker and the dog pose for a picture at Peddar Road

The pug twins out on a walk  Sleepy dog
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A
round ten pm, I get a ping on my whatsapp. It 
was my grandpa.  I opened my whatsapp as fast 
as I could. My always-so-serious-grandpa had 
sent me a selfie, starring himself and my grand-
mother with a voice note saying “We miss you.” 

I go back to working on an assignment for class with a smile 
on my face. My grandparents have joined the club; from the 
Pope to President Obama, everybody is taking a selfie. It’s not 
a small club: one million selfies are posted every day. 

Ten years ago the word ‘Selfie’ was 
not even found in the dictionary. In 
2012, the selfie was nominated as one 
of the “Top 10 buzzwords of the year” by 
Time Magazine. In 2013 it was added 
to the online Oxford dictionary which 
defines it as “a photograph that one 
takes of oneself with a digital camera 
or a front-facing smartphone, tablet or 
webcam, especially for posting on a so-
cial-networking or photo-sharing web-
site.”  

The selfie then is the latest in a se-
ries of self-portraits that may be said 
to date back to the prehistory of art. 
Researchers say that the Willendorf 
Venus might well have been a selfie, a 
pregnant woman looking down at her 
swollen body, foreshortened in that po-
sition, thus producing one of the earliest 
works of art. We remember Van Gogh 
and Rembrandt as masters of the paint-
ed self-portrait. But the first self-portrait in photography was 
taken by Robert Cornelius in 1839. 

But that was no front-facing camera. Convergence was al-
ways imagined as heading towards the computer. It took a left 
turn suddenly and ended up on the cellphone which morphed 
into a smartphone which turned into the camera that would 
allow you to frame yourself and your friends, check whether 
you were all visible, take a picture and post it on a social net-
working website in a matter of seconds. 

India grabbed the idea and took to it like a duck takes to 
water. Tanmay Dave, a photographer says, “These days, every-
one thinks they are a photographer and they click photos.”

Do commercial photographers feel threatened by this? 
“Not at all. The selfie is no threat to the photographers. You 
might click a selfie when you win a football game but when 

you’re getting married you’re going to 
want a professional photographer to 
make you look your best. When it comes 
to serious stuff, when it comes to the real 
thing, people trust us. “

There are many reasons as to why 
the selfie has become a trend, it could 
be because of the invention and the im-
plementation of front cameras in the 
mobile phones or it could be because 
of the growth of self-love or because of 
the craving for attention from people 
around or because of the growth of so-
cial networking sites, which has become 
the most common purpose to take self-

ies. Psychiatrist Payal Kukreja says, ”One of the main reasons 
for selfies becoming a trend is that people have a tendency to 
copy. If somebody does something and if intentionally or un-
intentionally it turns out to be good, other people will do it 
too. People obsessed with selfies have a problem of inferiority 
complex and they want to grab attention; they need approval 
from other people that they look good.”

There are famous applications in the market like Snapchat, 
Whatsapp, IOS application selfie and 
many more which promote the growth 
of selfie’s even further. People on the 
road, streets, church, temple, wash-
rooms, space (the astronauts) etc. are 
seen taking selfie. It seems selfies are 
taken anywhere and everywhere. Ni-
harika Ghai, a 22 year old student and a 
selfie lover has a collection of more than 
200 selfies taken over a period of just 
one year. She says “I love taking selfies, 
it makes me look better and I can put it 
on Facebook or Instagram to keep peo-
ple updated about my life and I also get 
compliments through comments and 
likes which keep me going in life.” 

Technology has played a great role in 
creating a buzz for selfies. Earlier, peo-
ple could not see their photos but now 
they have the facility of viewing them as 
well. Storage is easy and cheap, so now 
people take more photos to celebrate 

all the moments of their life. We hear tragic as well as funny 
stories about clicking a selfie.  A 14-year-old girl from Pasig 
City in the Philippines lost her life when she lost balance while 
taking a selfie with her friends near a staircase. 

Payal Kukreja, a Delhi-based psychiatrist says, “The youth 
take selfies because they want to grab attention. They begin 
to fantasise at some level about an imaginary audience. This 
is what the selfie can provide. Then when it is posted on Face-
book, a click, a like, a share, all these become ways in which 
gratification may be sought.” 

The problem may be that the selfie allows us to capture a 
moment for some version of posterity but the urge to record 
it becomes so strong that we forget to enjoy the moment and 
stay in it. “But first let me take a selfie,” may well be the way we 
miss the magic of the moment. ■

“But first let me 
take a selfie”

Anjani Patel gets into the selfie. 

Anjani Patel 
takes a selfie 

with Lewis 
Carroll’s 

selfie

 Sleepy dog
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T
ake care of the earth we 
have,” says Bismarque Dias, 
50, with the air of a man 
who knows that this mes-
sage is the most important. 

“Clean air and water is basic; if you don’t 
have them, there will be no market be-
cause there will be no economy. You will 
have to pay money for water. You will 
find no clean food.”

In a world where oxygen bars are 
now common and many countries are 
privatizing their water supply, perhaps 
it is time to listen to the man who went 
from being a priest to being a politician. 
The boy from St Estevam in Goa once 
dreamed of caring for a pastoral flock. 
Now the very earth of Goa is his concern 
as he fights for ecological awareness and 

against illegal mining in the small state.
In 2012, Dias decided to stand for 

elections from the Zagrutt Goemkaran-
cho Ekvott. The Church was not fully 
best pleased. Norwere there vested in-
terests and his house was stoned one 
night, forcing him to ask for police pro-
tection. But when he is asked about this 
change, he feels there is no difference in 
what he was doing then and what he is 
doing now. 

Dias was conflicted but he knew the 
only way to do something for Goa was to 
leave priesthood. When asked about this 
change, he replies, “There is no differ-
ence. A priest is a person of God. There 
is a basic responsibility to take care, and 
to have concern is becoming a universal 
vocation for anyone”.

He initiated a movement called ‘Vote 
for kindness’. He adds, “I’m not a po-
litical activist. There was a movement 
called Goa Bachao Abhiyan movement. 
Goa was going through hell because of 
illegal mining and uncontrolled tour-
ism. There was a buzz during the en-
tire election season talking about how a 
Catholic priest was standing for election 
and how he could be a part of the polit-
ical scene.”

He has been fighting to prevent the 
kind of illegal mining that has made the 
taps run red with mud in many villages 
and destroyed the balance of nature. He 
feels that the cessation of mining was a 
success. According to Dias, “Destruction 
of the earth is already taking place and I 
do my bit and anyone can do anything to 
stop all that is going against the dignity 
of the earth”.

Dias talks about ‘Dayagraha’, which 
is based on the core value of compassion 
or ‘karuna’. That is the path he chose 
since it is common to all religions. It 
basically stands for dignity. If one has 
dignity, one has peace and that leads 
to happiness. “Dayagraha,” he told The 
Goan,  “is about restoring the dignity of 
man and nature with kindness. Protests 
can be made with love and understand-

The earth’s good 
Samaritan
Bismarque Dias fights the good fight to keep Goa green and beautiful. 
Amanda Mendes reports. 
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Bismarque Dias at his study
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ing only each one should understand the 
proper perspective to any issue.” He says, 
“I studied all religions and the basic ele-
ment was kindness. They all talk about 
how everyone should be treated equally, 
and that there should be no destruction 
and everyone should be treated with 
kindness. Being a Good Samaritan was 
more important for me.”

W hen asked if he was now af-
filiated to any political party 
Dias said, “I’m a revolution-

ist.  I call myself an earth politician and 
I speak nothing but dignity to the earth.” 

He feels people seem to care deep-
ly about their own dignities but don’t 
really worry about the dignity of other 
people. Dias has coined his own index 
called ‘Gross World Dignity’ where he 
talks about how god has given us nature 
and we must be aware and not destroy 
it and promote be aware and enrich na-
ture. “For instance, Malala Yousufzai 
for me would score very high on GWD 
if you think of the way she has fought 
for her right to be educated and ex-
panded her fight so that it takes in the 
rights of the girl child across the world. 
However, when America uses drones 
to kill innocent people and uses their 

economic might to take whatever they 
want out of the ecosystems of poor na-
tions, then they score very low on GWD.”  
When questioned about the challenges 
he faced in his personal life, he admits 
that there were hurdles. He says, “I had 
to make choices, I wanted to contribute 
to society, I had the option to go abroad 
to do my doctorate in mass communi-
cations. In fact I had got everything in 
hand and was all ready to go on that trip 
abroad when I realized that it was not 

always about myself and that I 
must contribute in some way to 
the land that has given me so 
much   However I stayed back 
and fought for human rights 
against the corporate world.  I 
exposed the church for selling 
an island for less than 50 lakh 
rupees. I think that may have 
been why the church went com-
pletely against me. To me an is-
land cannot belong to an insti-
tution, an island belongs to the 

people”.
Dias says that he has always been a 

nature lover. A political science student 
at St Xavier’s College, Mumbai, Dias 
narrated how there were only three 
boys in his class. With a smile he said, “I 
lapped up all the attention.”

 He then went on to do a post-gradu-
ate degree in mass communication and 
began teaching at Goa University. 

“The media is the best way of com-
municating information. Things have 
been speeded up now and this has its 
good and bad sides. It gives a common 
man a platform to voice his or her opin-
ions, which has in some way helped me 
as well. However it is a fascinating time.” 

He believes that where there is love, 
there is no fear. “The whole universe is 
based on love and not fear. For fear is 
the illusion of not being loved. But you 
must remember: every second, there is 
love alive in you. You are love. Fear is the 
unreal. It belongs to the future because 
it is always a projection of what might 
happen. But in the present, know this: 
you are loved.” ■

“Destruction of 
the earth is already 
taking place and I do 
my bit and anyone 
can do anything to 
stop all that is going 
against the dignity 
of the earth”.

Dias shows the land he 
saved from mining

  Dias a favorite among the 
  youth
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Y
ou wouldn’t be able to tell 
that Dipti Gopinath Kare 
is any different from a 
regular 31-year-old on the 
first meeting. Like the rest 

of us, she has issues but it’s safe to say 
that we are all a little confused, disori-
ented and disconnected every once in 
a while. All of us learn to put barriers 
between ourselves and others. We learn 
social deceptions of all kinds—“I’m on 
my way”, “No, I didn’t see your mail. It 
must have gone into my spam folder”, 
“You look wonderful”—and organize 
our mindset on the basis of what we see 
as best for us and for the order we have 
constructed. What about those who get 
to be to totally oblivious to all the lies 
and pusillanimity of the world? 

Dipti Gopinath Kare has been di-
agnosed as schizophrenic; this is usu-
ally characterized by abnormal social 
behavior and failure to recognize what 
is real.  Its symptoms include hallu-
cinations and reduced social engage-
ment. Schizophrenia and autism seem 
to overlap at multiple levels. Therefore, 
it is not surprising that autism was 
initially believed to be an early man-
ifestation of schizophrenia, and as 
such it was often referred to as “child-
hood psychosis” or “schizophrenic syn-
drome of childhood”. Dipti however 
does not have a lot of trouble mixing 
once she gets to know a person well.    
Aavahn is a workshop where parents 
of special children come together along 
with NGO workers to help develop the 

skills of special children. She can be 
herself, let her wings of imagination fly, 
interact with people who are willing to 
talk and most of all, just breathe. Dip-
ti comes here every day from 1 to 4 pm, 
along with the others of ‘her kind’, mak-
ing handicrafts that are later sold by the 
parents who are also the teachers there. 

We inflect her kind here with invert-
ed commas of disbelief after talking to 
Parul Kumtha, the president of Forum 
for Autism, a public trust founded in 
2001, “But why would you even put them 
in a different category? You have disabil-
ities right? Parents are dealing with in-
tense issues with their ‘normal’ children 
too, aren’t they? Then why does anyone 
have the right to look at me or my child 
with pity?” In the middle of a roistering 
group of men and women in the work-
shop, Dipti’s smile caught my eye like for 
many others. Her smile, like a mother, 
was warm and reassuring like nothing 
could go wrong.  She walked towards 
me and neatly placed her painted diya to 
dry in front of a table fan. 

She opened her dabba and counted 
the number of chappatis almost like a 
ritual, counting it again and again un-

Cross the Line
Aparna Shukla meets Dipti Kare a woman who wants to be a  
mother.  What could be the problem? Well, Kare has been diagnosed  
as schizophrenic. 
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Deepti prepping before a performance at Aavan
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until she convinced herself of the num-
ber.  Dipti has what many call the in-
visible disability. Most mental illnesses 
are visible through posture, face, the 
expression but what she had was not as 
visible as the others.

Dipti wants to be a mother. She 
wants to adopt a child, for that she 
keeps inquiring about places that could 
help her.  After her brother had a baby, 
she could suddenly see herself tak-
ing care of one. “I smacked that little 
one that day” she said. “Why?” I asked. 
“He was fighting with me, fighting is a 
bad habit.”

She nodded to herself. She kept look-
ing at her bright red diyas and chose to 
ignore every question asked. She grunt-
ed, shook her head and completely dis-
regarded mention of the word ‘marriage’ 
almost as if she trained herself to say so. 

It did not seem to us as if Dipti might 
make a good parent so we took our que-
ry to Ms Kumtha again. “Yes, it is okay 
for you as parents to allow your special 
child to have her own family, provided 
there is  a support system provided, the 
government gives you facilities and gives 
this sector of society the dignity they de-
serve as individuals and provided that 
the child doesn’t hurt herself or the fam-
ily.”

However Ms Kumtha pointed out 
that society has also to consider the 
needs of the child. “Would it get the kind 
of environment it needs?  It is very like-

ly that the mother won’t be able to be a 
wholesome parent. She won’t be able to 
teach the baby skills or the intellectu-
al guiding it needs. She might be there 
emotionally but she is likely to get lost 
when it comes to physical care.”

Kumtha points to a case she knows in 
which a neurotypical woman agreed to 
get married to a man who had develop-
ment issues. (In layman’s language, he 
was ‘mentally retarded’.) The couple had 
a normal child later. 

There are many questions that seem 
to come up here. If a marriage or any 
kind of contract is illegal in a court of 
law, could Dipti ever have a ‘normal’ 
marriage? If a man were to fall in love 
with her and marry her in a temple—or 
outside the legal system—what would be 
her rights if he did not maintain her? If 
she were to bear a child, should she be 
allowed to bring him or her up? 

“My mother was not diagnosed as a 
schizophrenic when I was born,” says 
Jotin Perry (name changed on request). 
“And there were many times when I 

longed for a normal mother. But now 
that I am in my thirties, I have realized 
that there are no normal mothers. There 
is no norm. There is only an image fos-
tered by sentimental films and man-
icured by the greeting card industry. 
Some of the mothers I meet as a tutor 
of mathematics seem to be unhinged in 
their desire to make something of their 
children. They weep if the child gets 
ninety per cent and urge me to give the 
child more homework. But no one thinks 
these are abnormal. But my mother was 
because she heard voices in her head.”

Dipti touched my hand and asked me 
to come again. Her hand is gentle. I look 
at her and I wonder whether she wants to 
be a mother just so she can show how gen-
tle she can be. The special adults here are 
taught the importance of touch and the 
power of healing through holding hands. 
If we just knew, if we just tried to heal each 
other, if we just saw the world through 
their eyes, caressing others’ thoughts with 
our own, sanity and insanity might take 
on different meanings. ■

“I smacked that little one that day” she said. 
“Why?” I asked. “He was fighting with me, 
fighting is a bad habit.”

Deepti prepping before a performance at Aavan
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A
fter ten years of living 
abroad, it took some time 
for my body to adjust to 
the new timezone.  A few 
days in, I began scrolling 

through old photos from Facebook, re-
membering my childhood days back in 
India. I decided to call up my childhood 
friends for a reunion.  Ankit and Vedi-
ka were siblings with whom I used to 
spend endless hours playing games, rid-
ing around in our bicycles, eating junk 
food, and dancing around for many fes-
tive occasions. The three of us had been 
inseparable. 

A few hours later, they arrived with 
wide grins smeared across their faces. 
Vedika looked exactly the same, with 
her cropped hair and her twinkling eyes. 
Ankit had grown much taller, and be-
come thinner than before. But the faces 
had the familiar childhood glow, bring-
ing back so many memories. Thrilled to 
see them after so long, I grabbed each 
one in a tight embrace. 

As soon as I hugged Ankit, a huge 
gasp escaped out of everyone’s mouths. 
They all stood around me gaping and 
completely shocked. 

“You shouldn’t have hugged him. It’s 

considered inappropriate,” came the ad-
vice.  

I’m used to hugging my friends, 
whether male or female. In my head, it’s 
a form of expressing affection or warmth 
towards someone who means a lot to me. 
A warm embrace is a bit different than 
the stiff, formal hugs I give people I’m 
meeting for the first time. Neverthless, a 
hug had become an essential part of the 
different set of social norms I’d grown 
up in.

However, in the Indian context, touch 
can be considered as an offensive form 
of greeting.  Indians generally prefer the 
Namaste, a greeting that makes physical 
contact with the other impossible; or in 
the urban or more urbanized spaces, the 
handshake. In an over-populated coun-
try like India where we are in close prox-
imity to each other in crowded markets, 
stations, and streets, it’s strange how we 
are still a touch-cautious society. Sup-
pressing our sense of touch makes us 
touch-starved. It could also be that the 
possibility of touching so many people 
may make us suspicious of touch.  This 
may not be helpful for a happy and 
healthy functioning of society. 

It’s not that we’re not accustomed 

to touch. Babies have been massaged 
with oil for centuries. Various research 
studies have demonstrated the benefit 
of this. Massaging the baby with either 
coconut or sunflower oil has beneficial 
effects in the form of weight gain, better 
sleep-wake up patterns, neurometer de-
velopment, and emotional bonding. 

The human touch has many power-
ful effects on the comfort and emotional 
levels of human beings. Touch therapy is 
a form of healing to combat stress lev-
els, depression, diseases, and even joint 
pains. Touch therapist, Muskaan S. Jain 
practices two major forms of touch ther-
apy: Quantum Touch and Axis body 
Process. Ms. Jain was diagnosed with 
autoimmune disease, and no medica-
tion seemed to be helping. It was then 
that she was recommended to practice 
touch therapy to heal. She has recovered 
ever since she has been practicing touch 
therapy for the past five years.

 “Everyone needs a release. Touch 
therapy releases these energies in the 
form of four layers. I get clients suffer-
ing from stress, depression, diseases, 
and joint pains. Whatever is created in 
the body is usually connected to some-
thing mental. It is touch that helps us to 
release any mental block,” Ms. Jain ex-
plains.

Touch, especially in greeting, is still 
an unfamiliar concept in our society, 
which is perhaps the reason why we 
don’t see any value in it. After conduct-
ing a few vox pops, most people were ei-
ther unfamiliar or uncomfortable with 
the topic. 55-year-old Harish Kapadia 
from South Mumbai has no problem 
with hugs, but doesn’t understand the 

One of the five  
languages of love
Touch is one of the most ignored of ways of communicating and of 
healing. Arushi Dutt wonders why we are so suspicious of it. 
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Students of Jehangir 
Palkhivala practise yoga 
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meaning of it. He calls it “the latest fash-
ion” that only young people should prac-
tice. He is more comfortable with hand-
shakes. Two college students, Nikita and 
Anna, feel uncomfortable with hugs as 
well. Nikita says she avoids hugs to limit 
interactions, whereas Anna feels hugs 
don’t help her much. 

When it comes to being in crowded 
spaces or being around strangers, most 
of these people are cautious about touch. 
Govind Pal, 37years old, from Kolk-
ata, feels especially uncomfortable on 
crowded trains. He can tolerate getting 
crushed in a crowd, as long as nobody 
intentionally touches him. Mehhjabeen, 
a housewife with two kids, first judges 
the environment she’s immersed in, and 
reacts accordingly if she is intentionally 
touched.

Sitting at Priyadarshini Park, South 
Mumbai, I saw those in close proximi-
ty with one another, were mostly young 
couples. These couples walked hand 
in hand or cuddled close to each other. 
Women generally greeted one another 
through hugs, while the men just shook 
hands. Parents held their kids’ hands. 
The elderly held their children for guid-
ance. Groups of the same gender were 
hugging, and holding hands. However, 
there was minimal physical interaction 
with groups of mixed gender. 

Touch exists in our society, but in 
its most limited form. According to 
Ms. Jain, we have been associated with 
touch for as long as human history can 
take us back. However, we tend to draw 
judgment around it very quickly. In In-
dian society, the child is told to stay away 
from strangers and not get physically 
close to him or her. But then, when the 
child’s grandma comes, she can squeeze 
the child’s cheeks, and give a tight hug. 
The child tends to create a sharp dis-
tinction in his or her mind about touch 
then onwards. This judgment affects our 
daily life, forcing us to create barriers 
amongst each other. 

A healthy way to rebuild that lost 
connection is simply through touch. 
Touch creates a community in which we 
allow each other in our personal space. 
According to clinical psychologist Dr. 
Ashmi Mehta Mas at Masina Hospital, 
touch leads to a sense of connection, 
warmth and intimacy. It generates com-
fort and security. Man, is a social crea-
ture, and his thoughts and behavior, 
have changed the perspective on touch.

Renowned yoga practitioner, Jehan-
gir Palkhivala talks about the five lan-
guages of love: touch, gift, quality time, 
words of approval, and acts of service. 
After conducting a yoga session involv-
ing touch, he found out that almost 
2/3 of the class preferred the language 
of touch. Hugging for at least a min-
ute, or for a few breaths, brought relief 
and pleasure into many of his disciples’ 
minds after the session. 

Preeti, one of Palkhivala’s dedicated 
disciples, has been practicing yoga for 
some time. Ever since she began yoga, 
her whole demeanor and negativity to-
wards life has changed. When it came 
to touch in yoga, like any other person, 
she was quite uncomfortable in a close 
physical space with strangers. Eventu-
ally, one begins to go with the flow, and 
the body lets go completely.

A segment of each yoga session con-
sists of interconnecting with each other 
through touch. Each person lies down 
on the floor with his or her arms and 
legs spread out, barely touching the 
person next to him or her. When I tried 
this myself, I was a little uncomfortable 
at first letting my hands rest against a 
stranger’s hip, while another hand rest-
ed against my neck. After some time 
passed, we just felt each other’s bodies 
all in one space. Palkhivala explains that 
through close proximity of the bodies, 
one feels the same space just in different 
forms. By breaking the touch barrier, we 
are building a stronger bond with one 
another, and coming together as one.

Touch doesn’t always have to be phys-

ical. Every culture has a different set 
of norms. There are different types 
of touch: touch with vision, touch 
with light, and touch with intent. 
Palkhivala explains that our body 
emanates physical light, depending 
on the intent of touch. Even if there’s 
no physical connection, touch can 
also be felt just through this light. 
When an experiment was conduct-
ed between a divorced couple to 
place their hands next to each other, 
a dark patch emerged between their 
fingers, demonstrating the increas-
ing “dark vibes,” or negative energy 
between the two.

There is also a heart to heart 
touch, which Palkhivala demon-
strated to me. He held me close in 
a warm embrace. My body immedi-
ately retracted. He explained as long 

as the intent of touch is pure, one can 
sense the benefits of this touch. Touch 
is always a medium. In a heart to heart 
touch, one is allowing the heart, the pur-
est form of the human body to connect 
with one another physically and then 
emotionally. The concentration should 
be purely on each other’s heartbeats. If 
this can be achieved, all inhibitions dis-
solve. My body began to relax, as I closed 
my eyes and focused on the heartbeat. 

Human touch is crucial to living a 
happy and healthy life, for as long as 
there is no negative addiction.  When 
touch is constantly suppressed in a per-
son’s mind, there is a part of the ner-
vous system, which craves it even more. 
Touch should be practiced, but with the 
right intent. If touch is beneficial to both 
in an interaction, then it should be en-
couraged. 

After attending Palkhivala’s sessions, 
and experiencing touch through yoga, I 
came to understand this outlet better. 
Even if a hug makes you uncomfortable, 
know that the same positivity can be felt 
even without the physical manifestation 
of a hug each time. For starters, begin 
with a positive attitude about life. 

Society has created a discomforting 
perception about touch. But its bene-
fits are incredible. Our judgments and 
inhibitions may have led us to being a 
touch-cautious society. It is about time 
we let our minds and hearts open up to 
the rest of the world and its people. In 
the hustle and bustle of life, let’s not for-
get the value of touch. ■

Touch helps to break all barriers

Touch can be the strongest form of healing
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1.
OMAR HANY ABU-ASSAD, 2013,  
PALESTINE

Omar is a Palestinian film about a 
young man caught between love and 
his commitment to the Palestinian 
cause. It is a thriller with many melo-
dramatic elements, like hate, deceit and 
love triangles all brought into context 
through the Israeli-Palestinian con-
flict. Helped along by an amazing cast 
of mostly first-time actors, the film 
feels  fresh due to its attitude, approach, 
and the fact that it offers no solutions.  
It’s a dark film that portrays the grim 
realities of a warring state and the fear 
that people live in to avoid losing their 
lives to a gunshot.  The cinematogra-
phy of the film manages its changing 
pace and the gripping story is conveyed 
through an impressive narrative struc-
ture. Close-ups of faces and hands bring 
out the character of the film, by shifting 

the focus on minute details to bring out 
the depth in a character. Long held shots 
are used to slower the pace of the film 
and increase tension in the minds of the 
audiences. The protagonist of the film is 
double crossed by different people from 
all sides and hence trapped in the bar-
gain representing the current political 
condition in and around Palestine.   
Love is not easy in the best of times, but 
in the worst of times it is flat-out dan-
gerous. Tejasvi Momaya

2.
BOP (THE THIEF) PAVEL CHUKRAI, 
1997, RUSSIA

The story of Bop is fairly simple yet lay-
ered. It’s 1952 and a six-year-old boy 
Sanya (Misha Philipchuk) and his wid-
owed mother meet a soviet officer Toly-
an (Vladimir Mashkov) on a train jour-
ney. Things pick pace from there and 
before they know it they are living as a 
family.  Very early in the film it becomes 
clear that Tolyan’s character symbolises 
Stalin. Tolyan is a robust, tall and hand-

some charmer who 
is also a thief of 
money and hearts.  
The film captures 
the journey of these 
three characters as 
they get to know 
each other and 
their surroundings, 
secrets and fears. 
The film becomes 

an assessment of illusions and corrup-
tion prevalent in the cold war time. 
The thief is a tragic story that speaks the 
truth of its time. But there are needless 
offensive elements like nudity which 
don’t really help the plot. Sanya’s un-
easy mixture of fear, respect and love for 
Tolyan who bullies him into actions he 
knows are wrong actually show the feel-
ings people had for Stalin when he was 
in power. Vanessa Carvalho

3.
TURKS FRUIT (TURKISH DELIGHT) 
PAUL VERHOEVEN, NETHERLANDS 

Turkish fruit is a love story between Erik 
(Rutger Hauer), a sculptor, and Olga 
(Monique van de Ven), a beautiful young 
girl. When the film opens with Erik’s 
weird sexual encounters you wonder 
what the hell is happening. Only when 
it goes into a flashback does it actually 
begin to hold your interest. Their desire 
to be together is very strong yet fate has 

separation in store 
for them. This film 
in its entirety is in-
deed one of the fin-
est movies I have 
seen. The direction 
was brilliant. The 
cinematographer 
through its visu-
als has managed 
to evoke a num-

ber of emotions throughout the movie 
such as joy, love, sadness, gross, erotic, 
shock, surprise and sympathy which 
is quite a task to do. Rutger Hauer has 
done an amazing job. On the other hand 
Monique van de Ven didn’t do as much 
justice to her character. This film has 
no special effects, music or action se-
quences, yet what makes this film one 
of the best Dutch films of the century is 
its strong storyline and execution. And 
perhaps it is the first Dutch film ever 
to have a shot of the contents of a toilet 
bowl. Farah Thakur

4.
DUPA DEALURI (BEYOND THE HILLS) 
CRISTIAN MUNGIU, 2012, ROMANIA

Dupa Dealuri tracks the stories of two 
young women at an orthodox convent in 
Romania, where the nuns are caught be-
tween old-world faith and modern-day 
ideas. Apart from that it also explores 
social issues like underfunded health 

The world movie 
whirlwind tour
In which seven students watch seven films from seven countries and come back to report. 
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care and child abuse. Two young women 
who have been friends from childhood 
hold the film together and apart. They 
have been friends and then lovers. One 
of them has emigrated to Germany and 
now she has come back to find her lover. 
She discovers that the woman she loves 
now loves another. She is to become a 
nun, a bride of Christ. This brings into 
sharp focus two different worlds, two 
different attitudes and two different en-
counters with love. This is a slow-devel-
oping film, its exposition proceeding at a 
leisurely pace. But if you let yourself slip 
into the pace of the film, it is a reward-
ing experiences specially since both of 
the protagonists (Cosmina Stratan and 
Cristina Flutur) offer explosive perfor-
mances. Aman Sharma

5.
VOLVER, PEDRO ALMODOVAR, 2006, 
SPAIN

Volver mixes humour with homicide 
with more than a hint of the supernat-
ural in a mad mix that leaves you un-
sure about what you’re supposed to take 
seriously and what you’re supposed to 
be laughing at. It is a fascinating melo-

drama with a tinge of the supernat-
ural. Raimunda (Penelope Cruz) is a 
hard-working woman with a teenage 
daughter, Paula, and a useless husband. 
Her family life is shattered with one 
terrible act of violence, as she is forced 
to break  boundaries to save her daugh-
ter. Meanwhile there is a woman who 
has returned from death. Almodovar 
choose to tell his story in a very simple 
way without using flashbacks or parallel 
plots. At one point in the film Raimun-
da answers a knock on the door from 
her neighbor who has a crush on her. He 
notices a steak of blood on her neck and 
asks if she is alright. “Women’s troubles” 
she replies, which is both a joke and the 
literal truth. The humor is a crucial el-
ement in the film’s emotional design. 
It is a chronicle, mostly, of tragedy and 
horror, rendered in bright, happy colors. 
Recommended. Rashmi Chauhan

6.
NÁVRAT IDIOTA (THE IDIOT RETURNS), 
SASA GEDEON, 1999,  
CZECH REPUBLIC

Who is the real idiot? Návrat idiota a 
simple film that makes us ask this ques-
tion. Frantisek (Pavel Liska), the idiot 
for the other characters, is released from 
a mental asylum and wants to meet a 
distant aunt. On his journey there he 

meets his cousin’s 
fiancé Anna (Anna 
Geislerová )and 
gets pulled into the 
whole drama that 
follows when those 
called wise begin 
to make complica-
tions out of their 
lives. The film 

comments on how deceiving society can 
be and how easy life would be if people 
were as transparent as Frantisek. He is 
called an idiot, but he speaks much more 
sense than any of the other characters. 
He wants to help others but somehow 
finds no help for himself. A beautifully 
stitched uncomplicated story by script-
writer/director Sasa Gedeon inspired 
by Fyodor Dostoevsky’s novel is put in 
a sweet box and is a delight for the au-
dience. What makes this film stand out 
are the little emotional moments and 
wonderful performance by Pavel Liska 
who makes you fall in love with him. You 

will laugh, you will get angry, you will 
cry and in the end it will be a memorable 
experience and you’d rather want to be 
an idiot than a smartass. Srishti Singh

7.  
KUMKI, PRABU SOLOMON, 2012, INDIA 

A mahout and an incredible bond with his 
elephant puts the viewer in an emotional 
roller coaster ride in Prabhu Solomon’s 
Tamil film Kumki. Set in the forests of 
Tamil Nadu, the story begins with the in-
troduction of an endearing elephant, and 
his trainer Bomman. Their strong rela-
tionship is captured through the playful 
and faithful interactions between them. 
Bomman depicts a sense of comfort with 
the elephant, which is crucial to the film. 
Village belle, and love interest Ali gives a 
sense of vibrant energy to the film. The 
cinematography of the forests and life in 
the village adds an extra visual treat to 
the film. Though the heart and the soul 
of the film is Manickam, there are times 
where the computer-animated action 
scenes of the elephant create a layer of 
superficiality. The cinematography strays 
away from realistic visuals, with sharp 
camera movements and unusual angles. 
Some fast-paced action sequences be-
come distracting and end up disturbing 
the momentum of the film. The spirit of 
the film is lost when the focus of the story 
shifts from the relationship between the 
trainer and his elephant to the trainer’s 

love story All in all, Director Solomon 
narrates an interesting story, in an intri-
cate manner. The witty dialogues, catchy 
music, and splendid visuals put together 
a beautiful story, sure to capture hearts. 
Arushi Dutt ■
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“H
e is a very nice 
man, and an in-
credibly devot-
ed officer,” said 
Chandni Parekh, 

31, social psychologist, talking about R 
M Avhad, Deputy Commissioner of Po-
lice, Thane. 

I thought she was probably kidding as 
devotion is not something I would asso-
ciate an officer in the traffic department 
with, at least not until August 2014. The 
impression I had about Indian author-
ities in general was that they were cor-
rupt; they loved to waste time and hence 
were inefficient. Consequently, I thought 
they would never pay heed to any com-
plaint or suggestion and that I alone 
cannot make a difference.

However, sometime back I felt 
strongly about the traffic violation in my 
locality. So I sent an email to the D.C.P 
Traffic, Thane. The thing that bothered 
me was the signal at the highway, which 
connected the highway, the service road 

and the lane to my building. Vehicles 
would often ignore the red signal and 
speed along. Sometimes even the signals 
were dysfunctional. All this often led to 
chaos at the signal with cars moving in 
all directions. 

In the past year some horrific acci-
dents have occurred at this signal. From 
June 2013 to June 2014 roughly sixty 
to seventy accidents have occurred. Of 
these the most gruesome accident is that 
of a woman whose skull was completely 
crushed by the rear wheel of a dumpster. 
It became a major cause of concern since 
over two thousand residents use this sig-
nal either to get across to the mall or to 
the bus stop.

Two days after I made a complaint, I 
didn’t get a reply, I got results. I was sur-
prised to see two traffic cops were stand-
ing at the signal regulating the traffic on 
the highway. The signal was repaired 
and it worked just fine. I thought I was 
probably dreaming. How could it hap-
pen? On close observation for the next 

two weeks I saw two cops at any given 
time of the day. 

During the festival of Ganpati which 
followed in a couple of days I saw four 
traffic cops. I wondered what happened. 
That is when I decided I need to call him 
and thank him. When I called him he 
said that it was his job, he was glad that 
I took the time out to inform him and 
my request for a zebra crossing was be-
ing considered. 

That is when I came out of the ‘What 
can I do?’ mode. I got rid of my earlier 
impression that all Indian officers are 
corrupt. Besides that I liberated myself 
from the assumption that making an 
official complaint is a time consuming 
process. Lastly I feel more confident 
than ever in speaking to the govern-
ment officials and I realized that our 
lives can become much easier only if we 
simply speak. This reminded me of the 
old yet famous Airtel commercial that 
said “Baat karne se hi baat banti hai”. 
(Things happen when you talk.) ■

They will listen but only if you 
make yourself heard. 
In which Farah Thakur makes herself heard under guest faculty Suresh Venkat’s bright idea, the constructive 
complaint, in which students of the Social Communications Media Department identify something that up-
sets or disturbs them and then do something about it: by complaining to the appropriate authorities.  
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 Call for help turns chaos into peace
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One river, two views
Photography by Tanmayi Oak

Dahisar River, one of the four rivers of Mumbai, has been in a poor state for years and nothing has been done about it. A  
cleaning project was started years ago but it seems to have stayed on paper.  The river originates in the Sanjay Gandhi National 
Park and flows for eleven kms through the city before it meets the Mira-Bhayander Creek. In its early phases, as you can see, it is 
a beautiful river. But as soon as it enters the city it turns filthy, polluted by encroachers, industrial waste and untreated sewage. 

If we love our city, shouldn’t we protect its beautiful rivers too? 

Dahisar River in Sanjay Gandhi 
National Park is a holiday destination

Dahisar River in the city becomes polluted 
due to industry waste and drainage
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“All visuals have sound.” 
Pankaj Rishi Kumar on the art of documentary cinema. 

Pankaj Rishi Kumar, editor, director, writer came to SCM for 
a four-day workshop on documentary film making from 5th 
to 8th September, 2014. He introduced us to the technique of 
filmmaking, making films with the help of home videos and 
then screened one of the films he had edited: Bare (2006), the 
moving account of Santana Issar’s search for her father who 
was also an alcoholic.

He also helped us analyze the documentary Zoo (1962) and 
short film Glass (1958) both by Bert Haanstra from the visual, 
editing and sound design perspectives. He explained the 
challenges, faced by film makers, to represent their subjects’ 
realities, either through information or emotion. He further 
educated us on about the contrast in visuals and sound to give 
an enhanced effect in the films.  

He introduced us to the Kuleshov 
Effect, a concept developed by Lev 
Kuleshov, a Russian filmmaker and 
film theorist, which suggests that a 
viewer will get more out of two imag-
es interacting with each other than a 
single image. He did this with the help 
of an exercise of associating images and 
sounds to a word. For instance, death 
can be associated with the visual of 
mixing of two colors or croak of a raven. 
Rishi Kumar says, “All visuals have 
sound in them. They have the capacity 
to bridge places.” whilst explaining 
the use of sync sound which is audio 
recorded while filming.  
He adds, “Show me; don’t tell me.” 
According to him, this is the best way 
to deal with the treatment of a docu-
mentary. He explained the theories of 
editing with the help of simple exercis-

es, like weaving new stories using comic book strips.  He also 
spoke to us about the tricks used during shoots for the docu-
mentary and  the ethics involved in it.  Assessing the situation 
and deciding to stay with the subject if they are engaging or 
not is a call that needs to be taken while filming. Moreover, 
he suggested that the best way to select footage is to watch it 
without its audio so that one can judge how the visuals effec-
tively convey the story. He briefed us on ways through which 
documentaries can be sponsored and explained the impor-
tance of extensive research on the topic that is being filmed. 
He screened two documentaries Hospital (1970) by Freder-
ick Wiseman and Phantom Limb (2005) by Jay Rosenblatt, 
followed by discussions to differentiate between the two styles 
of documentary film making. The four-day workshop helped 
us open our minds to the endless ways documentaries can be 
approached and treated, something that we were not aware  
of before.

 “Data is a way to bridge the gap in any story” 
Govindraj Ethiraj On Data Journalism

Govindraj Ethiraj, financial journalist and founding editor of India Spend conducted a session in SCM on 20th August, 
2014 about the importance of data Journalism. He shared his personal experience of how he started 

the first online fact-checking website in India. His curiosity, led Ethiraj to probe whether Delhi 
truly was the rape capital of the country as the reports suggested. He pointed out that in order 

to give context to a story checking data becomes crucial. 
Ethiraj said, “Data is a way to bridge the gap in any story” and explained the need for 
validation of facts in a news story. In his opinion, to become a good data journalist one 
needs to ask sharper questions and avoid believing in statements. He also spoke about 
how other businesses help fund their research if they want to validate the facts that are 
been quoted about them. He further added that although some newspapers use the veri-
fied facts, published on their websites, in their reports without crediting them, it does not 

discourage him from revealing the truth.
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“A good documentary should pick moments within moments”
Basab Mullik On Documentary Film Making

Basab Mullik documentary film maker 
and cinematographer visited SCM on 22nd 
August, 2014 to speak about the introduc-
tory concepts of documentary film making. 
He educated us on the blurred lines between 
fictional and non-fictional films. According to 
him in fiction, moments are pillars to define 
narrative whereas in non-fiction it is the 
character and his or her journey, that drives 
the narrative. He also gave us insights on the 
history of documentaries tracking it through 
different movements in European countries. 
According to him, a shot inherently has no 
meaning on its own. But it gets its meaning 
through juxtaposition. He also believes that 
while an image has no meaning on its own, 
editing gives it meaning. He educated us on 
the concept of mise-en-shot, which is to deter-

mine how a shot will move from one static frame to another. 
He demonstrated how to establish space and information in a frame with the help of an exercise where he asked us to 
film anything on the campus for four minutes without cutting. 
He screened and discussed two films: Chronicles of Summer (1960) and Man Bites Dog (1992). He also helped us under-
stand how to take pan and tilt shots smoothly by mounting the camera on the tripod. He clarified our doubts on color 
temperature and white balance and even spoke about the differences of shooting on manual as compared to auto focus. 
According to Mullik, “A good documentary should pick moments within the moments.” ■

“We want to protect people but 
keep them vulnerable.”
Dr. Rudolf Heredia On Caste And Reservations

Dr. Rudolf Heredia, sociologist, author and independent 
researcher visited SCM on 11th September, 2014 and he spoke 
about the caste and reservation systems in India. He intro-
duced us to the concepts of caste that his research showed, 
with the help of his recently published book Taking Sides 
(2012). The book speaks of reservations and its credibility to 
aid minorities. He spoke about caste from an anthropologi-
cal point of view, in which caste is considered as something 
that one is born with and not as an arbitrary entity. However, 
race is seen as a physical identity with factors such as skin 
and color, which have become arbitrary in nature. He further 
discussed the concept of Sanskritization by M.N Srinivas an 
influential Indian sociologist. According to Dr. Fr. Heredia, 
structure creates caste due to its rigid nature. He pointed 
out that in the caste system today, Brahmins and Dalits have 
remained the same but things have shuffled in between. Dr. 
Heredia says, “We want to protect people but keep them vul-
nerable” and this according to him is the prime reason behind 
the reservation system in India.

“Every story can be told from 
a woman’s perspective.”
Kalpana Sharma On Gender And Journalism 

Veteran Journalist Kalpana Sharma came to the 
department on 6th August, 2014 to discuss her 
book Missing: Half the Story—Journalism as 
if Gender Matters, which is a collection of case 
studies, written by female writers, journalists 
and researchers from different parts of India. 
Sharma spoke at length about how the terms 
gender and sex are considered synonymous and 
explained the fundamental differences between 
them. She pointed out that the basic issues of 
gender are not clear to a common man, and 
hence should be covered more rigorously in the 
media. She raised the question of whether tech-
nology is a helpful or torturous tool used to ill-
treat women. She also thinks that the work that 
woman do on a daily basis are not accounted for 
or even appreciated. She also shared her expe-
rience about covering the stories as a journalist 
from a feminist perspective. She said, “Every 
story can be told from a woman’s perspective.” 

SCM Happenings 2014-2015
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H
ave you been to a wed-
ding, stuffed your plate 
and then, being unable 
to eat all that you took 
dumped half the plate in 

the bin? Have you thoughtlessly chucked 
your tiffin in the dustbin because you 
didn’t like what your mother made? 
Well, we all have been there and done 
that at some point or the other. Maybe 
we wouldn’t if we knew how much effort 
goes into growing the food that we so of-
ten throw away. 

Indian culture and all religions main-
tain that not a grain should be wasted. 
Being the daughter of a farmer I knew 
that well. However, with changing times 

On our plates
Farah Thakur remembers the labour that went into planting  
rice at Kamshet. 

Rice plantation at Kamshet
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our culture our religion everything seems 
to be fading away. All these thoughts and 
several others flashed my mind in the few 
minutes that I spent transplanting rice. 
Yes, I transplanted rice. I was knee-deep 
in the muddy yet very fertile rice fields 
in Kamshet a few kilometers ahead of 
Lonavala. These rice fields are owned by 
Dinesh Balsavar. An eighty two year old 
man who has travelled all over the world, 
spends five days a week on his fields the 
remaining two days in Mumbai. He is a 
farmer and has great reverence for his 
soil like any other farmer. He allowed us, 
to transplant rice on the soil that he is so 
deeply attached to. 

After he graduated (B.Sc. in Agricul-

ture), he purchased a piece of wasteland 
since he had no money to invest. Once 
what was a wasteland, today is a huge 
farm of rice which seems to dance in the 
wind. What helped him convert a waste-
land into a farm?  He used cow dung 
manure, green manure, compost ma-
nure and  water soaked to replenish the 
soil. “It is the top nine inches of soil that 
determine the quality of the produce”, 
said Balsaver. Organic farming not only 
increases the nutritive value of food by 
200% but also helps to conserve the 
natural microbial habitat which Balsav-
er referres to as the “biological machin-
ery present in soil”. On the other hand 
chemical fertilizers may provide some 

nutrition but repeated use over the years 
makes the soil salty and uncultivable. 
Even though the nutrients that go into 
the soil in organic farming are inexpen-
sive the organic food is costly. The reason 
for which is that it is a labour-intensive 
task. This then led to a discussion in 
which Balsaver explained that eating or-
ganic food will not only benefit us due to 
it’s high nutrition value but also the soci-
ety as farmers earn a little more and soil 
is conserved. So, eat organic, live healthy 
and make the farmers happy. What bet-
ter way to end the trip than travel in a 
tempo to the nearby dhaba as our bus got 
stuck in the marshlands. It indeed was a 
memorable experience. ■

Three best  
Facebook Posts
VANESSA CARVALHO
On 19th July SCM students 
including me of course!! 
Witnessed and learned about 
rice transplantation and organic 
farming at Mauli village, Kamshet 
Personally it was a enriching and 
enlightening experience 
Among all the things I experi-
enced and observed 
These 5 learning’s and observa-
tions have strongly stayed with 
me 
1. Organic crops have 200% more 
essential minerals 
2. Organic farming restores top 
soil layer which encourages crop 
growth 
3. Organic farming helps con-
serve natural microbial habitat 
4. The organic farming procedure 
is labour incentive, hence the 
farmers put in extra hard work 
so that we may get to eat better 
and healthier food 
5. The hard work, technique and 
dedication the farmers put in 
their labour is termed unskilled, 
which is wrong because the 
amount of precision they put in 
their labour work is commend-
able and by all means skilled.  
The farmers deserve more for 
their work 

Let’s support organic food and 
farming.

TEJASVI MOMAYA
As part of SCM activity we visit-
ed ‘Kamshet’ near Lonavala for 
experiencing how organic Rice 
transplantation is done. My big 
learning’s from the trip were- 
Nothing can substitute the 
feeling of stepping bare feet in 
water paddies filled with mushy 
muddy water and experience 
the back-breaking work that the 
farmers do for hours at length 
every day. 
Most of the farmers are women 
who manage and do both the 
household chores and the farm 
work every day. Their work and 
efforts are often less credited 
compared to their male coun-
terparts. 
Working in Paddy is considered 
as unskilled labor and after per-
sonal experience I can say that it 
not only requires hard work but 
right technique and precision. 
We crib about insignificant 
things like getting less hours of 
sleep due to multiple assignment 
submissions where as these 
women sing songs as they do 
hard labor and do not complaint 
about the amount of work they 
are given. 
Rains usually means grumbling 

about travel and bad sanitation 
for us city-dwellers while it 
means harvesting for farmers 
which is very significant time for 
them. 
Organic food has up to 200% 
more essential minerals as com-
pared to its counterpart. 
Organic farming gives the 
deserved returns to the farmers 
and prevents the soil from get-
ting infertile.

DIKSHITA KAROPADY
Did you know that Organic rice 
has up to 200% more essential 
minerals than its regular coun-
terpart?
I didn’t. That’s one of the things I 
learnt at Kamshet, near Lonavala, 
where a farmer’s co-op grows 
organic produce.
Also, my fear of leaches and 
crabs was unfounded.
Standing in a paddy field is as 
harmless as stomping around in 
a bathtub filled with really gooey 
chocolate cake topped with 
water.
We got to learn to prioritize 
better: spend less on that cup 
of coffee and pick organic 
produce over the regular maal. 
It’ll encourage more farmers to 
go organic and it will pay them 
more.
Organic farming helps restore 

the topsoil and encourage crop 
growth. Organic food is relatively 
expensive because it is labour 
intensive and requires more 
organic fertilizer (manure, leaves 
etc) which is used as a substitute 
for chemical fertilizers.
The labourers (who are tradition-
ally women) sing to the paddy 
as they plant it to encourage the 
rice to grow. The songs are truly 
mesmerizing.
Paddy field labour is classified as 
unskilled labour. (It’s really hard 
work)
That really needs to change. 
They deserve a lot more respect 
than that.
The women start work in the 
fields at 9:30 am and work till 5, 
after doing all their household 
chores.  
They’re cheerful despite their 
workload. Even the workload at 
SCM Sophia doesn’t match up.
When we visited, the weather 
was pleasant: it was drizzling 
intermittently and there was a 
cool breeze. The labourers in the 
field work under a much harsher 
sun all year round.
We city snobs need to be sensi-
tive: Farmers and farm labourers 
are not the same people.
Regardless, the relationship 
that they share with the earth is 
beyond anything we could un-
derstand. Let’s at least respect it

Rice plantation at Kamshet
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The most common use of non-verbal communication these days is the use of 
emoticons. Smileys, wink, kiss, anger all these emotions are now just a click 
away. 

There is a soon-to-launch social network, “emojli,” on which users will com-
municate only through emoticons.  Two days later, over 50,000 people had al-
ready reserved usernames (consisting, of course, of strings of emoticons). 

Some linguistic experts argue that using emoticons make us less emotional. 
People use emoticons just to use their own slang, and it makes our communica-
tion faster. According to Mrs.Anagha.Tendulkar, sociology professor at Sophia 
College, “Emoticons, at times are just an easy way out where people are bored 
to type or are short of words. There are better ways of expressing emotions 
rather than just using emoticons.”

They are not a threat to written language, but enrichment as they help us 
re-incorporate something we’ve lost. They help us to communicate without say-
ing anything.

 Ever wondered how these emoticons look when people actually make those 
faces.  

Emotions portrayed 
by emoticons
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